
Joint C ity Council/C D A Meeting      April 5, 2011 
 

AS A COURTESY PLEASE TURN OFF CELL PHONES 

In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (A D A), if you need 
special assistance to participate in a C ity meeting or other services offered by this 
City,  please  contact  the  City  Clerk’s  office,  (619)  522-7320.  Assisted listening 

devices are available at this meeting.  Ask the C ity C lerk if you desi re to use this device.  
Upon request, the agenda and documents in the agenda packet can be made available in 
appropriate alternative formats to persons with a disability.  Notification of at least 48 
hours prior to the meeting or time when services are needed will assist the C ity staff in 
assuring that reasonable ar rangements can be made to provide accessibility to the meeting 
or service. 
 
 

A COPY OF THE AGENDA WITH THE BACKGROUND MATERIAL IS 
AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC INSPECTION AT THE PUBLIC LIBRARY 

 
 
 

NOTICE AND AGENDA 
REGULAR MEETING 
CITY OF CORONADO  

CITY COUNCIL/COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AGENCY 
Coronado City Hall 
1825 Strand Way 

CORONADO, CALIFORNIA 
Tuesday, April 5, 2011  3 p.m. 

 
 

N O T E : C D A items are denoted by an *. 
 
 
 

 1. ROLL CALL. 
 
 2. INVOCATION AND PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE. 
 

*3. MINUTES OF CITY COUNCIL/COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AGENCY 
MEETINGS:  Approval of the minutes of the Regular meeting of March 15, 2011. 

 
 4. CEREMONIAL PRESENTATIONS:   
 a. Proclamation:  Arbor Day.  (Pg 1) 

b. Proclamation:  National Animal Control Appreciation Week.  (Pg 5) 
 c. Proclamation:  National Public Safety Telecommunications Week.  (Pg 9) 
 d. Proclamation:  National Volunteer Week.  (Pg 13) 
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 5. CONSENT CALENDAR:  All items listed under this section are considered to be routine 
and will be acted upon with one motion.  There will be no separate discussion of these items 
unless a member of the City Council or the public so requests, in which event, the item will be 
considered separately in its normal sequence. 
 

a. Approval of Reading by Title and Waiver of Reading In Full of Ordinances on 
this Agenda.  (Pg 17) 

 Recommendation: Approve the reading by title and waive the reading in 
full of all O rdinances on the agenda. 

 
*b. Review and Approve that the Warrants, as Certified by the City/Agency 

Treasurer, are all Correct, Just, and Conform to the Approved Budgets for FY 
2010-2011.  (Pg 19) 

 Recommendation: Approve the Warrants as certified by the C ity/Agency 
T reasurer . 

 
c. Approval of Request from the American Cancer Society to Hold the Relay for 

Life in Glorietta Bay Park from 10 a.m. August 6 to 10 a.m. August 7, 2011, and 
Approval of Waiver of Coronado Municipal Code Chapter 40.48, Section 
40.48.055(5) Regarding the Park Curfew.  (Pg 101) 

 Recommendation:  Approve the request from the American Cancer Society 
to hold the Relay for L ife in G lorietta Bay Park from 10 a.m. August 6 to 10 
a.m. August 7, 2011, and waive Coronado Municipal Code Chapter 40.48, 
Section 40.48.055(5) regarding the park curfew. 

 
*d. Filing of the City and Community Development Agency Quarterly  Treasurer’s 

Reports for the City of Coronado for the Quarter Ending December 31, 2010.   
(Pg 103) 

 Recommendation:  Examine the quarterly Reports on Investments and order 
them filed. 

 
e. Award of Construction Contract for the Street Rehabilitation and Sewer Main 

Replacement Project.  (Pg 151) 
 Recommendation: Authorize the C ity Manager to enter into a construction 

contract with G ranite Construction in the amount of $1,990,811. 
 
f. Authorization to Advertise the Street Preventive Maintenance Project for Bid.  (Pg 

155) 
 Recommendation:  Authorize staff to advertise the Street Preventive 

Maintenance project for slur ry sealing streets within the Coronado Cays for 
bid. 
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g. Agreement for As-Needed Geotechnical and Materials Testing Professional 
Services with Ninyo & Moore.  (Pg 157) 

 Recommendation:  Authorize the C ity Manager to enter into an agreement 
for as-needed professional services with Ninyo & Moore. 

 
h. Agreement for As-Needed Geotechnical and Materials Testing Professional 

Services with Christian Wheeler Engineering.    (Pg 183) 
 Recommendation: Authorize the C ity Manager to enter into an agreement 

for as-needed professional services with Christian Wheeler Engineering. 
 
i. Approval and Acceptance of the Skatepark Check-In Enclosure Project and 

Direction to the City Clerk to File a Notice of Completion.  (Pg 209) 
 Recommendation:  Accept the Skatepark Check-In Enclosure project and 

direct the C ity C lerk to file a Notice of Completion. 
 
j. Approval of “A Resolution of the City Council of the City of Coronado Amending 

the Personnel Authorization and Compensation Plan for Fiscal Year 2010-11 
Establishing Special Assignment Pay for Lead Pool Lifeguard.” (Pg 211) 

 Recommendation:  Approve a resolution establishing the L ead L ifeguard 
differential specialty pay of 5% to be effective with the pay period beginning 
May 7, 2011, which would be paid to prequalified Pool L ifeguard personnel 
when they are performing the extra duties of the on-duty L ead L ifeguard. 

 
 6. COMMUNICATIONS - ORAL:  Each person wishing to speak before the City Council 
on any matter shall approach the City Council, give their name, and limit the presentation to 3 
minutes.  State law generally precludes the City Council from discussing or acting upon any topic 
initially presented during oral communication.  (ORAL COMMUNICATIONS WILL BE 
LIMITED TO A TOTAL OF 10 MINUTES; ANY FURTHER COMMUNICATIONS WILL BE 
HEARD PRIOR TO THE MEETING ADJOURNMENT) 
 
 7. CITY MANAGER/EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: 

a. Update on Council Directed Actions and Citizen Inquiries.  (Informational Item)   
 

 8. PUBLIC HEARINGS: 
a. Public Hearing:  Adoption of a Resolution Approving an Amendment to a Major 

Special Use Permit to Allow Christ Episcopal Church to Continue School 
Instruction at 901 C Avenue and to Allow a 30-Square-Foot Addition and 
Improvements at the Building Addressed as 919 C Avenue, Along with the 
Continued Operation of Church-related Activities on the Property, in Accordance 
with Chapter 86.55 of the Coronado Municipal Code.  These two Parcels are 
Located in the R-3 (Multiple Family Residential) Zone.  (PC 2011-02 Christ 
Episcopal Church) (Pg 215) 

 Recommendation:  Approve “A Resolution of the City Council of the City of 
Coronado approving a request to amend a Major Special Use Permit for the 
Christ Episcopal Church property to allow continued school instruction at 
901 C Avenue and to allow a 30-square-foot addition and improvements at 
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the building addressed as 919 C Avenue, along with the continued operation 
of church-related activities on the property.”   

 
b. Public Hearing:  Introduction of “An Ordinance of the City Council of the City of 

Coronado, California, Amending Chapters 20.08, 86.04, 86.08, 86.09, 86.10, 
86.14, 86.18, 86.54, 86.56, and Title 88 of the Coronado Municipal Code 
Regarding  Home  Occupation  Permit  Regulations” to Consolidate and Create 
Internal Consistency of the Regulations Within the Municipal Code.  (PC 2010-
17: City of Coronado)  (Pg 247) 

 Recommendation:  Approve the F irst Reading for the introduction of “An 
O rdinance of the C ity Council of the C ity of Coronado, California, 
Amending Chapters 20.08, 86.04, 86.08, 86.09, 86.10, 86.14, 86.18, 86.54, 
86.56, and T itle 88 of the Coronado Municipal Code Regarding Home 
O ccupation Permit Regulations.” 

 
 9. ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS:  None. 
 
10. COMMISSION AND COMMITTEE REPORTS:  None. 
 
11. CITY COUNCIL BUSINESS: 

a. Council Reports on Inter-Agency Committee and Board Assignments. (Questions 
allowed to clarify, but no responses, discussion or action.)   

 
b. Consideration of Appointment to fill One Vacancy on the Coronado Street Tree 

Committee.  (Pg 265) 
 Recommendation:  Appoint one new member to the Coronado Street T ree 

Committee for a three-year term, which will expire O ctober 31, 2014. 
 
c. Consideration of Appointment of Members to the Newly Created Transportation 

Commission.  (Pg 269) 
 Recommendation:  Appoint seven of the individuals who have submitted 

applications as the inaugural members of the newly created T ransportation 
Commission. 

 
d. Presentation of Traffic Options for the 1600 Block of Glorietta Boulevard and 

Adoption of (1) “A Resolution  of  the City Council  of  the City  of Coronado  to 
Prohibit Right Turns onto Glorietta Boulevard from Northbound Orange Avenue 
(SR 75) Between the Hours of 3 p.m. and 5 p.m.” and (2) “A Resolution of  the 
City Council of the City of Coronado Designating a Stop Sign at the Intersection 
of Glorietta Boulevard and Ynez Place.”  (Pg 331) 

 Recommendation:  Adopt the Resolutions.  
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e. Consideration of Adjusting the User Fees for Emergency Medical 
(EMS)/Ambulance Services Provided by City of Coronado Fire Services. (Pg 391) 

 Recommendation:  Direct staff to proceed with public notice requirements 
and return  with  an  implementing  resolution  to  adjust  the  City’s 
E MS/Ambulance Service fees. 

 
f. Authorization to Issue a Request for Proposal to Select a Tennis Shop 

Concessionaire for the Coronado Tennis Center.  (Pg 397) 
 Recommendation:  Authorize staff to issue a Request for Proposal for a 

T ennis Shop concessionaire. 
 
g. Concur with Recreation Department Tennis Services Plan and Authorize Staff to 

Proceed with Implementation.  (Pg 411) 
Recommendation:  (1) approve the addition of one permanent .75 F T E 
Recreation Coordinator position in the F Y 2012 budget; (2) approve the 
recommended court use fees; and (3) direct staff to proceed with 
implementation of the T ennis Services Plan. 

 
12. CITY ATTORNEY:  No report. 
 
13. COMMUNICATIONS - WRITTEN:  None. 
 
14. CLOSED SESSION: 

a. C O N F E R E N C E W I T H L E G A L C O UNSE L – IN I T I A T I O N O F 
L I T I G A T I O N 
AUTHORITY: Pursuant to Government Code Section 54956.9(c) 

 
b. C O N F E R E N C E W I T H L E G A L C O UNSE L – IN I T I A T I O N O F 

L I T I G A T I O N 
AUTHORITY: Pursuant to Government Code Section 54956.9(c) 

 
c. C O N F E R E N C E W I T H L E G A L C O UNSE L – IN I T I A T I O N O F 

L I T I G A T I O N 
 
AUTHORITY: Pursuant to Government Code Section 54956.9(c) 

 
15. ADJOURNMENT 
 
Materials related to an item on this Agenda submitted to the Council after distr ibution of 
the  agenda  packet  are  available  for  public  inspection  in  the City Clerk’s Office  at  1825 
Strand Way during normal business hours. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK 
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M INU T ES O F A  
R E G U L A R M E E T IN G O F T H E  

C I T Y C O UN C I L /C O M M UNI T Y D E V E L OPM E N T A G E N C Y 
 O F T H E 

C I T Y O F C O R O N A D O 
Coronado C ity Hall 
1825 Strand Way 

Coronado, C A  92118 
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 

 
 
Mayor Tanaka called the meeting to order at 3:00 p.m.  
 
 
1. R O L L C A L L : 
 
 

Present: Councilmembers/Agency Members Denny, Downey, Ovrom, 
Woiwode and Mayor Tanaka  

 
Absent:  None  
 
A lso Present:  City Manager/Agency Executive Director Blair King   

Deputy City Attorney/Agency Counsel Johanna Canlas 
   City Clerk/Agency Secretary Linda Hascup   

 
 
2. IN V O C A T I O N A ND PL E D G E O F A L L E G I A N C E .   Floyd Ross provided the 
invocation and Mayor Tanaka led the Pledge of Allegiance. 
 

 
3. M INU T ES:   The minutes of the Regular Meeting of March 1, 2011, were approved with 
deminimus corrections.  The reading of the minutes in their entirety was unanimously waived.   
 
 MSU C (Downey/Woiwode) moved that the C ity Council approve the minutes 

of the Regular Meeting of March 1, 2011, a copy having been 
provided Council prior to the meeting, with deminimus cor rections. 

 
   A Y ES:  Denny, Downey, Ovrom, Woiwode 
   N A YS:  None 
   A BST A ININ G: Tanaka  
   A BSE N T :  None 
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4. C E R E M O NI A L PR ESE N T A T I O NS:   
 
 4a. Proclamation and Presentation of Awards for the Poster Contest for “Take 
My Hand, Coronado:  A W eeklong Celebration of Peace in Human Relationships.” 
 
Mayor Tanaka presented the proclamation to Peter Harris, Principal, representing Sacred Heart 
Parish School, and Claudia Gallant, representing Coronado Unified School District.  Ms. Gallant 
announced that the Peacemaker Awards will be held on April 12th in the Nautilus Room.  Seven 
awards will be given to Coronado residents for their significant contributions to peace and 
human relationships by valuing, modeling and promoting peaceful communication and the 
peaceful resolution of conflict in the community. 
 
The City Council members announced the winners of the poster contest as follows: 
 
Councilmember Denny read Kindergarten - 2nd Grade 
 
3rd Place:  Anneliese Wong, Village Elementary School 
2nd Place: Jillian Dessing, Village Elementary School 
1st Place:  Lucila Pintado, Village Elementary School 
 
 
Councilmember Downey read 3rd - 5th Grade 
 
3rd Place:  Carolina Salome', Sacred Heart Parish School 
2nd Place:  Julianna Lis, Sacred Heart Parish School 
1st Place:  Adelaide McGargill, Sacred Heart Parish School 
 
Councilmember Ovrom read 6th- 8th Grade 
 
3rd Place:  Alejandra Ramirez, Sacred Heart Parish School 
2nd Place:  Julio Serrano, Sacred Heart Parish School 
1st Place:  Isabella Fimbres, Sacred Heart Parish School 
 
Councilmember Woiwode presented the Grand Prize certificate to Martha Castro from Sacred 
Heart Parish School.   
 
Mr. Harris announced the Bullying Prevention Campaign hosted by Coronado SAFE and the 
Coronado Human Relations Commission and the City Council signed pledges.   
 
 
5. C O NSE N T C A L E ND A R:   The City Council approved, adopted and/or accepted as one 
item of business Consent Agenda Items 5a through 5e with the addition of Item 11d. 
 
Mr. Woiwode suggested the addition of Item 11d to the Consent Calendar.   
 
 MSU C (Downey/Woiwode) moved that the C ity Council approve the Consent 

Calendar Items 5a through 5e with the addition of Item 11d – 
Selection of the City of Coronado’s Representative to the Port of San 
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Diego Public A rt Committee and Approval to Submit Public A rt 
Committee M embership Application to the Board of Port 
Commissioners. 

 
   A Y ES:  Denny, Downey, Ovrom, Woiwode, Tanaka 
   N A YS: None 
   A BST A ININ G: None 
   A BSE N T :  None 
    
 5a. Approval of Reading by T itle and Waiver of Reading in Full of O rdinances 
on this Agenda.  The C ity Council waived the reading of the full text and approved the 
reading of the title only.  
 
 5b. Review and Approval that the Warrants, as Certified by the C ity/Agency 
T reasurer , are all Cor rect and Just, and Conform to the Approved Budgets for F Y 2010-
2011.   The City Council ratified payment of warrants Nos. 10083101 thru 10083297 audited and 
approved by the Audit Committee, provided there are sufficient funds on hand.   The C ity 
Council approved that the warrants are correct and just and conform to the approved 
budgets for the F iscal Y ear 2010-2011. 
 
 5c. Approval  of  “A  Resolution  of  the  City  Council  of  the  City  of  Coronado 
Authorizing the Receipt and Appropriation of G rant Funds Provided by the F Y 2010 State 
Homeland Security Program (SHSP) Through the County of San Diego Office of 
Emergency  Services.”  The C ity Council approved A R ESO L U T I O N O F T H E C I T Y 
C O UN C I L O F T H E C I T Y O F C O R O N A D O A U T H O RI Z IN G T H E R E C E IPT A ND 
APPR OPRI A T I O N O F G R A N T F UNDS PR O V ID E D B Y T H E F Y 2010 ST A T E 
H O M E L A ND SE C URI T Y PR O G R A M (SHSP) T H R O U G H T H E C O UN T Y O F SA N 
DI E G O O F F I C E O F E M E R G E N C Y SE R V I C ES.  The Resolution was read by T itle, the 
reading in its entirety unanimously waived and adopted by Council as R ESO L U T I O N N O . 
8466.  
 
 5d. Authorization for the C ity Manager to Execute a Purchase and Service 
Agreement with T E C H SYST E MS, IN C ., Using State Homeland Security G rant Funds, to 
Provide and Install Additional C losed-C ircuit T elevision System (C C T V) Equipment for 
C ity Hall and the Police Services Building.  The C ity Council authorized the C ity Manager 
to execute a purchase and service contract with T E C H SYST E MS, IN C . not to exceed 
$50,586. 
 
 5e. Approval of the Installation of a Premier T ennis Court Surface on Court #7 
of the T ennis Center .    The C ity Council approved the installation of a Premier Court 
surface on Court #7 of the T ennis Center and directed staff to execute a change order with 
the T ennis Center contractor to omit the standard resurfacing of Court #7 that is currently 
in thei r contract.   
 
 
6.  O R A L C O M M UNI C A T I O NS:     

a.  F rancette Roeder , Coronado resident, is before the City Council again to ask to have 
the Senior Center redone before the young people here need one.  She trusts the Council 
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officials to get the money and get it on the fast track to honor the standing room only group 
that was at City Hall last week.     
 
b.  Mayor Tanaka spoke to honor !"#$%&!'()$*+)!$,,-$.#!#/+0$1+))#2$+3+'$&0$4#5/6+/'$+02$
was buried today at Arlington National Cemetery.  He passed away at the age of 110.  He 
lied about his age during WWI as he was only 16 years old.  He was also a Prisoner of War 
in WWII in the Philippines.     

 
c. Councilmember Denny indicated that she had placed a supply of 7893$ !9$ :6/.&.#$ +$
;)60+<&=$ 1+<1"*#!)$ for members of the public and advised that the information is very 
useful, especially considering the 8.9 magnitude earthquake and subsequent tsunami recently 
suffered in Japan.  California was not completely unaffected and could have had more 
serious consequences.  The City lifeguards recorded a rise in sea level of almost two feet.  
She has suggested to the City Manager that the City foster a relationship with the National 
Weather Service that would be beneficial.  She urged people to join %9/90+29()$ %>?;$
program that is now over 300 members.  People can call %9/90+29()$4&/#$@#1+/!<#0!$+!$522-
7374 to sign up for CERT training.  She also reported that the replay of the last City Council 
meeting on Time Warner Channel 19 was not shown as scheduled the following Thursday at 
5:00 pm.  Time Warner personnel explained to her that there was something wrong with the 
hub and they are working to work out the kinds and avoid future problems.  They sent a truck 
out to fix it and the replay was shown an hour later than scheduled.  She announced that her 
next Speak Out Coronado meeting will be at the Library on Wednesday, March 30, at 7 pm.    

 
d.  Mayor Tanaka reported that on e-Coronado, Fire Division Chief Mike Blood has posted 
an explanation of 3"+!$ !"#$ %&!'()$ 2#!+&*#2$ !)60+<&$ 1/9A/+<$ &)B$ $He pointed out, for the 
publiC()$ &0D9/<+!&90E$ &D$ ;&<#$ ,+/0#/$ 29#)0(!$ re-broadcast when they should, the City 
Council meetings are live streamed on the City website and the videos are archived so they 
can be seen at any time via computer.   
 
Mayor Tanaka reopened Oral Communications for Steve Bruce.   
 
e. Steve B ruce, Coronado resident, spoke about ending wars, human starvation and 
malnutrition.  He also gave his heartfelt sympathy to the people of Japan.   
 

   
7. C I T Y M A N A G E R/E X E C U T I V E DIR E C T O R:    
 
 7a. Update on the Status of Work with Lance Soll Lunghard, L LP Regarding 
Review of Tunnel Project.    City Manager Blair King reported that on February 1st the City 
%960C&*$ 2&/#C!#2$"&<$ !9$39/F$3&!"$ !"#$%&!'()$ +62&!9/)E$G+0C#$:9**$H$G60A"+/2E$ !9$1/#1+/#$ +0$
audit related to the Corridor Tunnel Project.  Mr. King indicated to the City Council, at that time, 
that the City had supplied all of the documentation necessary to Caltrans and the City expected 
that Caltrans would advise the City that the project had been successfully closed out without 
ad2&!&90+*$C9)!B$$8#$3+)$3/90AB$$;"#$%&!'$)!&**$5#*&#.#)$!"+!$&!$"+)$C9<1*&#2$3&!"$+**$9D$%+*!/+0)($
requests.  On March 8th the City received confirmation that it has provided all documentation 
needed but the City is still waiting to make sure that it has successfully closed out the project.  
On February 1, the City Council had asked that the audit commence upon the closeout.  The City 
entered into an engagement letter with Lance Soll Lunghard on February 14 and they are 
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interested in scheduling the field test work as soon as they can.  They have some concerns that if 
!"#'$C+0(!$C9<1*#!#$ !"#$ D&#*2$ !#)!$39/F$ &0$I+'$ !"#'$<+'$09!$5#$+.+&*+5*#$ !9$29$ !"#$39/F$60!&*$
2012.  So, there is a little bit of a timing issue.  T"#$%&!'()$4&0+0C#$I+0+A#/E$Christine Zinn, has 
been working with the accountants about how to set up the audit.  Staff has been doing the 
background work, preparing instructions, looking at some of the field testing, gathering the 
recordsE$+02$1/#1+/&0A$/#19/!)$&0$!"#$%&!'()$J#0!+<+!&90$+CC960!&0A$)9D!ware, but are mindful of 
!"#$%960C&*()$ &0structions.  They will be ready to begin the audit as soon as the closeout from 
Caltrans arrives.  If the City does not receive that soon, staff may come back to Council to see 
how much flexibility there is.  At the time of the February 1 meeting, the City Council made it 
clear that it wanted to have the official close-out so that there would not be any surprises.  That is 
a good position and staff agrees with that.  At that time staff also thought there would be 
confirmation from Caltrans sooner.   
 
Councilmember Denny commented that she has spoken with the City Manager about this.  It 
&)0(!$ !"#$5#)!$)&!6+!&90$!"+!$G+0C#$:9**$G60A"+/2$"+)$!"#$!&<#$C/60C"B$ $She wished the Council 
had put this out to bid.  If she had known there would be a time constraint she might not have 
agreed to use Lance Soll Lunghard.  It is not the optimal situation but the project is proceeding 
properly.  The rest of the City Council indicated that they were in agreement that the current 
course of action is appropriate. 
  

 
8. PUB L I C H E A RIN GS:   
 
 8a. Public H earing:  Adoption of the Proposed C ity of Coronado Bicycle Master 
Plan.      Jim Newton, Engineering Department, provided the staff report. 
 
Councilmember Downey asked about the bike signal and discussed the issue at the Cays where 
there is concern about the conflict between cars coming out and the bicyclists.  She asked if there 
was a bike signal, would there be a red light for the cars coming our when a bike was signaled to 
go or vice versa; or if that is a place where that kind of bike signal could be used.   
 
Mr. Newton explained that the signals are very similar to a standard traffic signal in that they 
stop traffic with a red light.  The nice thing about a hawk signal is that they are only active when 
a pedestrian or bicyclist is there to push the button to start them, so they are not as significant a 
traffic impact as a typical traffic signal would be.  
 
Councilmember Ovrom thinks there may be a few other steps that are not listed, actions the City 
Council could take regarding getting funds such as TransNet funding for certain aspects of the 
plan.   
 
Mr. Newton explained that if the City were to pursue TransNet funds and things of that nature, 
the odds increase to get that money if those proK#C!)$+/#$*&)!#2$&0$!"#$%&!'()$%-JB$$ 
 
Mayor Tanaka opened the public hearing.    
 
Susan Keith, Coronado resident, asked what the plan is for the bike path on Ocean Boulevard. 
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Mr. Newton responded that the plan is for a Class 3 path that will be signed with bike route 
signage with sh+//93)$90$!"#$1+.#<#0!E$90$59!"$)&2#)$9D$!"#$)!/##!E$#.#/'$LMM$9/$NMM(B$$ 
 
Bruce Johnson, Vice Chair, Ad Hoc Bicycle Committee, is very proud of the document that was 
put together.  The funding that is available is really pretty amazing and is growing all the time.  
8#$ /#D#//#2$ !9$I+'9/$ ;+0+F+()$ C9<<#0!$ +596!$ !"#$%"+<5#/B$ $ 8#$ 2&2$ +$ 56)&0#))$ !9$ 56)&0#))$
survey and spoke to all the business owners about all the cars in Coronado and whether they 
were good for businesses.  The answer was overwhelmingly no.  The impacts of this will be 
very, very positive.  Most of this can be done for very little money.   
 
Mayor Tanaka closed the public hearing.   
 
Mayor Tanaka commented that, for housekeeping purposes, this is a master plan.  It is a planning 
document and the City Council is not necessarily approving everything in it.  Each item will be 
brought back at a later date.  He is excited about some of the ideas and is frankly worried about a 
few of them.  Coronado is not like other cities in the sense that it is trapped with two choke 
points in how to get in and out of Coronado.  Other cities have an advantage over Coronado in 
!"#$)#0)#$!"+!$&D$!"#'$1*+0$!9$"+.#$C#/!+&0$+/#+)$D9C6)$90$5&C'C*#)$&!$29#)0(!$0#C#))+/&*'$&<1&0A#$
on a traffic grid that is dependent on getting people onto the bridge and off the island or onto the 
Strand and off the island.  While he agrees with Mr. Johnson that having a lot of cars in front of 
businesses on Orange Avenue may not be advantageous for those businesses, to some extent we 
C90!/9*$ 96/$ 2#)!&0'$ +02$ !9$ )9<#$ #O!#0!$ 3#$ 290(!B$ $ ;"#$ /#+*$ )6CC#))$ 9D$ +$ <+)!#/$ 1*+0$ +596!$
bicycles will come down to how many of our own residents will get out of their cars and use a 
bike and how many will just talk about how nice it is to have a master plan and then not use their 
bicycles.  There is a lot of time to work on that.  His preference is not to form a subcommittee.  
8#$ 29#)0(!$ !"&0F$ !"#$ )65C9<<&!!##$ &)$ !"#$ &2#+*$ 3+'$ !9$ A9B$ $ ,"#0$ <#<5#/)$ D/9<$ 9!"#/$
commissions are cycled in, their terms expire.  That would limit the number of other people who 
can be at large members. His preference would be to form either its own committee or its own 
working group.  If a permanent committee or working group was formed with at least 5 members 
it would allow the City to harness that energy and that expertise.  A subcommittee does not allow 
the City bring the same advantage.  Furthermore, he believes staff can provide the liaison that is 
needed to Planning Commission and to the Traffic Commission.  There is nothing to stop those 
particular commissions from sending a representative to attend the meetings.   
 
Councilmember Downey is happy with the master plan and feels this is the right direction to go.  
She is open for trying all new things to get more bicycling opportunities, but she feels there is a 
need to get input from the businesses and the residents in areas where something new is being 
proposed and that the City could learn by trying some options on a trial basis.  She pointed out 
that in one of the staff report slides there was a photo of a child riding with a helmet on 
accompanied by an adult that does not.  She commented that we have come a long way since she 
was a child when no one wore helmets.  She will not bike now without wearing a helmet 
regardless of whether her children are with her or not and stated that we need to step up as a 
community and say that protection is a concern to all of us because we are unique in that we 
have a lot of bicyclists and we have far more cars.  As part of this plan she would really like to 
see education on safety.  She likes the ideas about new signage or a new light and would also use 
this as an opportunity to promote safety among the adults because it is a smart thing to do.  She 
agrees with Mayor Tanaka that keeping a committee for bicycling or working group is a good 
idea but she would really like to see it include youth representatives.   
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Councilmember Ovrom feels there is a potential conflict.  He thinks Mrs. Keith alluded to it as 
did Ms. Downey.  He is concerned because over time the City has tried to keep cars off of 
residential streets and on certain streets.  The potential problem he sees with at least three of the 
streets is that they are major thoroughfares and there is a possible conflict.  It would seem to him 
that when the City is looking at this that people and bicycles should be steered around those 
areas so as to not comp9602$!"#$1/95*#<B$$;"#$C+/)$+/#$09!$A9&0A$!9$A9$+3+'$+02$3#$290(!$3+0!$
to push them anywhere else.   He would prefer a working group because it is flexible and it he 
believes that this is going to evolve over time.  Perhaps it will evolve into a committee but in the 
beginning it ought to be a working group of people who are interested and who were on the ad 
hoc committee.  It will take time for this to solidify and for the City to find the money to do a 
few of these things.   
 
Councilmember Denny 2&20(!$F093$3"+! worries Mayor Tanaka about in the report.  She is very 
happy with it.  She finds it pretty weighty and very substantive.  The funding section was really 
great.  There are pages and pages of local, state, and federal funding that is available and, as it 
mentions, SB 375, the requirement by the State to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, is why this 
is a cottage industry now.  Different cities are planning their bicycle routes and so forth and 
getting regional money from SANDAG to adopt plans like this.  This helps the City reach its 
State targets for reduction of greenhouse gas emissions for our region and we have a certain 
amount to reduce by 2020 and then a further amount by 2035.  Per capita we are just going to 
have to figure out ways to think that bikes belong and maybe we could share a ride with 
somebody a couple of times a month or take a bus or a trolley or there is always that ferry.  
Speaking of the ferry, she is glad it was linked in the report and highlighted because it really is a 
regional resource for reducing greenhouse gas emissions but it is so important to Coronado 
because it is the way to get from downtown San Diego to Coronado on a bicycle.  It is really 
important that we keep ferry service and we support it and expand it.  One of her main 
transportation goals is expanding and increasing ferry service for the region.  There is no reason 
why a cyclist from %"6*+$P&)!+$C+0(!$!+F#$+$D#//'$!9$J9&0!$G9<+B$$-!$/#+**'$"#*1)E$#)1#C&+**'$2930$
in South Bay, that area of I-5 that gets so clogged between Coronado and the rest of the South 
Bay and down to Mexico.  Bicycle plans like this in surrounding communities will really help 
increase quality of life and increase air quality and the reason why compliance with SB 375 is so 
important and why it is important for elected leaders to show leadership and encouraging and 
educating the public to try to reduce greenhouse gas emissions is that incentives, financial and 
9!"#/E$3&**$5#$!&#2$!9$!"#$%&!'()$+5&*&!'$!9$/#+C"$!"9)#$!+/A#!)B$$;"+!$&)$3"'$&!$/#+**'$5#"99.#)$!"#$
City to reach those targets and this plan is a way to do that.  She added that the population that is 
listed on page 27 when we talk about the needs assessment, the City recently received some of 
!"#$ D#2#/+*$ C#0)6)$ &0D9/<+!&90B$ $,"&*#$ &!$ +11#+/)$ !"+!$%9/90+29()$1916*+!&90$"+)$2#C*&0#2$1#/$
!"&)$C#0)6)E$3"#0$'96$*99F$+/9602$&!$29#)0(!$)##<$*&F#$&!$"+)$+02$)9$&!$&)$)omething a city could 
do to challenge those figures.  The reason she is concerned with it is because the bicycle master 
plan uses the old figures from 2000 and now she wants the City to be prepared for if it gets 
C"+**#0A#2$90$ !"+!B$ $;"#$ *93#/$ !"#$%&!'()$1916*+!&90E$+02$)"#$29#)0(!$ !"&0F$ !"#$C#0)6)$/#D*#C!)$
accurately and maybe there is some under reporting, and she wants us to challenge that as a City 
because the more people we have the more resources we will get for something from say 
SANDAG and it is important to keep our eye on the population in the census figures.  She looks 
forward to hearing from staff as to what we are doing in that regard.   
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Councilmember Woiwode is in support of this plan.  The routes chosen are the there for a good 
reason and would withstand the discussion even in the light of things like the collector streets, 
etc.  Ocean Boulevard is an example.  It has to be included in whatever is done because people 
are going to ride on Ocean Boulevard.  The additional signage is intended to help clarify for 
#.#/'90#$!"+!$!"#'$C+0$#O1#C!$!"&)$!9$"+11#0B$$-D$!"#$)&A0)$+/#0(!$16!$61E$!"#$1#91*#$+/#$)!&**$A9&0A$
to be there and the City has lost the educational opportunity.  He thinks this is compatible with 
!"#$%&!'()$Q#0#/+*$J*+0$&0$!#/<)$9D$C9*lector streets and so on.  The most important thing in the 
plan &)$#26C+!&90$+02$#0D9/C#<#0!B$$8#$/#D#//#2$!9$I)B$@930#'()$C9<<#0!$90$"#*<#!)B$$8#$)##)$
bad bicycling behavior on the part of hardcore cyclists - on the part of kids going the wrong 
direction or riding without helmets until they get to the school and then putting their helmet on; 
on the part of parents who have kids in tow riding through intersections diagonally and paying no 
attention to cars, etc.  He thinks the reason there are not a greater number of incidents in 
Coronado is because the burden is on the cars that are going 25 mph.  They can stop and the 
cyclists are taking advantage of that.  He does not think this plan is as much about the projects as 
it is about making everyone better at using this form of transportation and integrating it into the 
A/&2B$$8#$!"&0F)$I+'9/$;+0+F+()$)6AA#)!&90$9D$!"&)$5#&0A$+$C9<<&!!##$<+F#)$)#0)#B$$What this 
brings him to is the role of this committee. A committee makes sense in an education and 
enforcement capacity and for the projects.  He thinks they will have work to do from Day 1.   He 
29#)0(!$)##$!"+!$!"#/#$&)$+ difference between a committee and a working group.   
 
Mr. Ovrom is assuming that like many of the other existing City committees that there is 
/#*+!&.#*'$*&<&!#2$<#<5#/)"&1B$$R$39/F&0A$A/961$29#)0(!$"+.#$!9$"+.#$*&<&!#2$<#<5#/)"&1B 
 
City Manager Blair King clarified that there are not standard definitions.   A working group 
would typically be one that would be called together by the city manager to provide advice to 
staff rather than being appointed by the City Council.  A committee would be a recommending 
body to the City Council with a formal appointment process, with the number of members and 
member terms set by the City Council.  The suggestions were for a working group of some type, 
a subcommittee which could be under such bodies as the Transportation Commission or the 
Parks and Recreation Commission, or a standalone committee of a specified number of 
members.  The only template that exists for a subcommittee is the Public Art Subcommittee that 
is a subcommittee of the Design Review Commission.  It could be done slightly differently than 
that but staff is still trying to find out how that was formed.  
 
I+'9/$;+0+F+$29#)0(!$hear that there is a majority that wants to pursue the subcommittee route.  
:!+DD()$ /#C9<<#02+!&90$ 3+)$ !9$ C9<#$ 5+CF$ !9$ !"#$ %&!'$ %960C&*$ 3&!"$ <9/#$ )1#C&D&C)$ +02$ +$
recommendation.   
 
Ms. Denny is concerned with timing.  The City is focused on the redevelopment issue currently. 
 
I+'9/$;+0+F+$!"&0F)$#.#/'90#$396*2$1/#D#/$)990#/$/+!"#/$!"+0$*+!#/$56!$!"#$%&!'$%960C&*$29#)0(!$
know what the )!+DD()$39/F$)C"#26*#$&)$/&A"!$093B$$8#$+))6<#)$!"&)$396*20(!$!+F#$*90A$!9$C9<#$
back but if there are other projects that need to be prioritized first, that is fine with him.  The City 
Council can accept the master plan today and direct staff to come back with proposals for either 
a committee or a working group and the Council can make a decision at that point.   
 
 MSU C (Downey/Ovrom) moved that the C ity Council adopt the Bicycle 

Master Plan, direct staff to incorporate the Bicycle Master Plan as 
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needed and prepare a recommendation to establish a committee or a 
working group that could advise staff and the Council on future 
bicycle-related issues.   

 
   A Y ES:  Denny, Downey, Ovrom, Woiwode, Tanaka 
   N A YS:  None 
   A BST A ININ G: None  
   A BSE N T :  None 
 
 
9. A D M INIST R A T I V E H E A RIN GS:   None. 
 
  
10. C O M M ISSI O N A ND C O M M I T T E E R EPO R TS:   None. 
 
 
11. C I T Y C O UN C I L BUSIN ESS: 
   
 11a. Council Reports on Inter-Agency Committee and Board Assignments.   This 
item was continued.   
 
 
 11b. Consideration of Changes to the H istoric Resource Design C riteria and 
Other H istoric Preservation Program Improvements.     Tricia Olsen, Associate Planner, 
provided the staff report.   
 
Susan Keith, speaking as a representative of the CHA Preservation Committee, is asking for this 
topic to go to HRC for their discussion and recommendation prior to !"#$%&!'$%960C&*()$/#.&#3B$$
Also, she would like the Council to allow assistance from the Coronado Historical Association to 
come up with a list of notable architects and builders.  They would be happy to offer their 
expertise and assistance.   
 
John Palmieri, resident, suggests that the Council make the process a little more detailed 
particularly when this is addressing a denial of a demolition permit.  When it goes wrong it takes 
+3+'$+$1#/)90(s property rights.  That process should be made into a multi-step process.  If the 
HRC determines, in separate discussions, that this is likely going to be a property that they will 
deny the demolition of, maybe that triggers an additional step and further maybe a paid expert is 
involved, from outside the island, to look at the criteria and take an objective opinion towards it.  
It is difficult when a homeowner an2$3"#0$8?%$<#<5#/)$*99F$+!$+$1/91#/!'$+02$!"#'$C+0(!$"#*1$
but bring their own personal biases to the process.  He thinks it becomes incumbent upon the 
governing bodies that make the final decision to do this.  8#$/#S6#)!)$!"+!$!"#$39/2$T.9*60!+/'($
be removed in any form from the Historic Resource Code relative to involuntary designation or 
the declination of a demolition permit.  It tends to aggravate the City and build distrust.    He 
agrees with Councilmember Downey()$)6AA#)!&90)$ !"+!$)"#$"+)$ /#C9<<#02#2 about not being 
able to use one criterion more than one time.  One part of the process that really needs to be 
addressed is, relative to someone bringing a request for demolition, they were told that once 
someone applies for a demolition permit they are not allowed to speak to any members of the 
8?%$1/&9/$!9$!"#$8?%()$<##!&0A$&0$3"&C"$!"#'$<+F#$!"#&/$D&0+*$2#C&)&90B$$-D$!"#'$396*2$/#.&#3$
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further other aspects such as termite reports and other things that are very important to the 
"96)#()$+5&*&!'$!9$3&!")!+0d a remodel or even be considered for not being demolished because 
that then triggers an EIS which costs the homeowner a great deal of money. 
 
Doug St. Denis supports option 1 with incorporating the suggestions of Susan Keith and she 
offers her services in any way they would be useful.  She addressed Attachment 7 which is a 
<#<9$!9$!"#$%&!'$%960C&*$D/9<$8?%B$$;"#$%&!'()$"&)!9/&C$9/2&0+0C#$&)$96!$9D$)!#1$3&!"$0#+/*'$
every other California city in that a Coronado house is not automatically reviewed for its historic 
value to the community unless it has reached 75 years of age.  Other California cities have set 
that age at 45 or 50.  Coronado has lost significant mid-century modern houses because they are 
not protected by the ordinance.  She is not speaking about the Country Club tract houses from the 
TUM)$ 9/$ !"#$ *93$ C9)!$ )!6CC9$ 59O#)$ !"+!$ +/#$ )!&**$ )##0$ +/9602$ !930B$ $ :"#$ &)$ )1#+F&0A$ 9D$ A/9602$
breaking architecture, experimental post and beam construction that explored the use of new 
materials, open floor plans and spatial relationships that included liberal use of glass as a way of 
creating exterior and interior rooms.  We all know the historic architects Richard Reque, Irving 
Gill, William Templeton Johnson and Lillian Rice to name a few.  Ervin Gill is considered one 
9D$:+0$@&#A9()$#+/*'$<92#/0&)!$+/C"&!#C!)B$ $8&)$%"/&)!&+0$:C&#0C#$%"6/C"$+!$%$R.#06#$)"9CF#2$
1920s Coronado with its sculptural forms, its lack of ornament and its flat roofs.  A few years 
ago the City lost a modernist house on the Bay that was desiA0#2$ &0$ !"#$ *+!#$ TUM)$ 5'$ G*9'2$
Ruocco for Tookie Northcutt, the granddaughter of John D. Spreckels.  It was demolished 
without a whisper.  Ruocco is considered a San Diego mid century modern master.  These guys 
2&20(!$ +11#+/$ 96!$ 9D$ 093"#/#B$ $ ;"#'$ #.9*.#2B$  ?#S6+$3+)$ +$ 2/+D!)<+0$ &0$>/.&0$Q&**()$ 9DD&C#B$$
Ruocco had worked for Requa, William Templeton Johnson and Lillian Rice.  There is a Homer 
Delowie house in town.  Homer is also considered a San Diego modern master and was 
?69CC9()$1+/!0#/$+!$90#$!&<#B$$There is one other remaining modern masterpiece on First Street 
that is fortunately loved and appreciated by its current owners.  It was designed by Lott Crane 
who is still actually living and lives in La Jolla.  As a young man, Lott Crane worked for Richard 
Requa and then William Templeton Johnson.  After that, his mother packed up his drawings 
from those two offices in the Model A Ford and drove him and his drawings to Taliesin West in 
Arizona to meet with Frank Lloyd Wright and Lott Crane was accepted into the Frank Lloyd 
4#**93)"&1B$$I)B$:!B$@#0&)$&)$)+'&0A$+**$9D$!"&)$!9$91#0$1#91*#()$<&02)$!9$+$F&02$9D$+/C"&!#C!6/#$
that they might not consider historic treasures.   
 
Bruce Coons, Executive Director, Save Our Heritage Organization (SOHO), thinks that option 1 
*99F)$1/#!!'$A992$56!$91!&90$L$&)$5#!!#/$+)$+$3+'$!9$<+F#$!"#$%&!'()$C/&!#/&+$C90)&)!#0!$3&!"$!"#$
National Register criteria for local level.  Coronado is unusual in the way one has to be qualified 
D9/$ !39$ C/&!#/&+B$ $ 8#$ 29#)0(!$ F093$ 9D$ +0'$ 9!"#/$ C&!'$ &0 San Diego County that requires two 
criteria to be designated.  Certainly if the State, National and national is for landmark status, only 
/#S6&/#)$90#$C/&!#/&90B$$V96$+/#$#&!"#/$"&)!9/&C$9/$'96$+/#0(!B$$V96$290(!$"+.#$!9$5#$"&)!9/&C$!3&C#$
over.  That kind of negates the question about whether the information can be used for one or 
more criteria.  It certainly could be applicable to more than one.  If the City were to require 
3/&!!#0$29C6<#0!+!&90$!"+!$)"93)$!"#$+/C"&!#C!()$0+<#$90$!"#$1*+0)$+02$!#)!&<90'$3+)0(!$!9$be 
accepted from people who knew the architect or experts who could show the attributes it might 
5#$!96A"B$$W6!$&D$!"#$%&!'$<+F#)$+$/6*#$!"+!$&!$"+)$!9$5#$&0$3/&!&0A$+02$&!$)+')$!"+!$!"#$+/C"&!#C!()$
name has to be on the plans and that is the crit#/&+E$ !"#$8?%$ &)0(!$ #.#0$ 0##2#2$ 5#C+6)#$ &!$ &)$
automatically designated.  That would remove the reason for a board to begin with.  If the 
C/&!#/&+$ )+')$ !"+!$ &!$ &)$ 2#)&A0+!#2$ 5#C+6)#$ 9D$ 90#$ 1&#C#$ 9D$ &0D9/<+!&90E$3"+!$ &D$ &!$ &)0(!$ +$ A992$
example or what if the board decides is not something that should be preserved then the City 
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396*20(!$ "+.#$ !"+!$ 91!&90B$ $ -!$ &)$ +$ !39-way street.  To be consistent with CEQA, he would 
recommend that the City Council adopt the National Register criteria.  They are very straight 
forward and would be the easiest way to go and would be consistent with State law.  Otherwise, 
1/9C#))&0A$C+0$5#$!+F#0$96!$9D$!"#$%&!'()$"+02)$+02$!"#$2#C&)&90$C+0$5#$<+2#$+!$!"#$:!+!#$*#.#*$
instead of in Coronado.   
 
Cara Clancy, Coronado resident, has built 3 homes in Coronado.  She built the last home on the 
old FAR and the first home on the new FAR and she is very familiar with some of the changes 
that have been made and feels that a lot of them have had a very positive effect.  She is all for 
changing part of this process.  She complimented Mr. King as building in Coronado is 
completely different now than it was even 6 months or a year ago and it is very pleasant.  The 
fees are huge.  The fees that she is paying for the permit in building this house are almost 
$40,000 for the reviews.  Her concern is that if a lot of these buildings are stopped and a big 
chunk of this goes to the school (the check is directly written to the school) where are some of 
those funds going to be coming from.  Every time something is designated historic, not only does 
it go on the list to get the deduction in property taxes, the revenue from the building permit is 
lost.  As far as the ruling for how many years a house should be old to be deemed historic, she is 
all for decreasing that.  She thinks if a structure is truly historic she would hate for that age 
barrier to allow it to be lost in the process.  When hearsay is being used and is allowed 
!9X3&!"96!$29C6<#0!+!&90$ &!$ &)$ K6)!$ "#+/)+'B$ $ -!$ &0.+*&2+!#)$ !"#$1/9C#))$ +02$ K6)!$ )#!) it up for 
argument.  She thinks that is unfortunate and unnecessary and if that can be tightened up a little 
bit it would prevent some of the going back and forth and the appeals and some of the issues 
have.  Also, it would give people a better understanding of what the property that they own is.  
There are a lot of people in Coronado that have no idea whether their house is historic or not.  In 
Coronado, currently, there is no requirement for a permit to change out windows.  Homes that 
are over 75 years old that have not been designated can have windows changed out, the exterior 
siding can be changed and a new front door can be put in as long as they are not changing the 
header height on those openings.  That would drastically reduce the historicity of that home.  She 
would think that should be something that needs to be looked at also.   
 
Laura Crenshaw, resident and HRC memberE$)19F#$!9$)6119/!$)!+DD()$/#19/!$+02$+)F)$!"+!$ &!$5#$
sent back to HRC so that they can add their opinions and suggestions. 
 
Councilmember Downey thanked staff for a great job in putting together the three options.  She 
also thanked Bruce Coons.  Her heart said that option 2 was the way to go.  Her whole goal in  
bringing forward this discussion was to have more definite standards so that everyone would be 
+5*#$ !9$F093$&D$ !"#&/$"9<#$&)$"&)!9/&C$9/$09!B$ $:"#$29#)0(!$3+0!$ someone to have to wait until 
they want to demolish a home and then have a fight take place.  She loves the idea of having the 
HRC or the CHA or the experts help to figure out who the notable architects are and what all the 
things are so that the City can figure out how many homes it has.  This is a small community.  
There are only so many houses.  The City did try to come up with a list and it was put to the side.  
Also, the list was based solely on the architecture of the structure.  It did not address the notable 
person idea.  Ms. Keith indicated that it did which pleases Ms. Downey because that was her 
concern.  She will be open to whatever the rest of the Council wants to do but she certainly 
would like to find some way for there to be predictability for the homeowner and she thinks 
option 2, using the National Register designation criteria, would do that.   The National Register 
designation criteria have been around a very long time.  Many cities use this. She also agrees that 
it should only take one requirement for historic designation.  She thinks Coronado needs to use 
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!"#$ C9<<60&!'()$ /#)96/C#)B$ $ %9/90+29$ &)$ .#/'$ *6CF'$ !"+!$ !"#/#$ +/#$ )9$<+0'$ 1#91*#$3"9$ C+/#$
about the history and have helped compile the lists.  Oral histories are allowed by the National 
Register rules.  She is not suggesting that the City do away with that but there does need to be 
some predictability.  She is not trying to stop historic preservation and she thinks that some 
1#91*#$!99F$!"+!$+)$!"#$/#+)90$D9/$"#/$<#<9B$$-!$3+)0(!B$ $:"#$&)$+$*+3'#/$+02$)"#$*&F#)$!9$"+.#$
evidence to make a decision and she wants predictability.  She wants the residents who have a lot 
of value in their homes to know if their home is historic or not so they can act accordingly, 
whether that is to get a permit or to be aware that they may have opportunities to go get a Mills 
Act.  She comes back to what Mr. Ovrom has said many, many times.  There are a lot of 
wonderful homes in Coronado that have Mills Act protection and there are many more on the 
waiting list but Coronado also has a lot of very important homes in the history of Coronado that 
+/#0(!$ 90$ !"#$ *&)!B$ $ R02$ )9<#2+'$ )"#$ "91#)$ !9$ 1/#)#/.#$ !"9)#B$ $ :"#$ 29#)$ 09!$ 3+0!$ !"9se 
homeowners to face that consequence of either tearing it down or not because it is so costly to 
keep it up.  She thinks the cleaner the Council makes the statute now, then we can limit, if it is 
historic, then it can maybe get a Mills Act sooner rather than later.  But by having a fairly 
complicated and convoluted processing we are hurting ourselves in the long run.  She looks 
forward to which method is wanted and she thinks any of them will be more predictable for 
homeowners.     
 
Mayor Tanaka clarified that staff is asking for three pieces of direction from the Council.   First, 
the Council is to provide direction about the historic designation criteria.  The Council could 
provide direction that is no change, to have guidelines around the current ordinance or even start 
changing the design criteria.  There will need to be a discussion on that.  Secondarily there is 
additional information regarding the historic preservation program and improvements where the 
Council needs to give direction about whether those are improvements the Council wants to 
pursue or not.  If the Council likes, it can even specify how it would recommend proceeding on 
some of those additional suggestions.  The third item is a prioritization of all the work in the 
%&!'()$ "&)!9/&C$ 1/#)#rvation program.  Mayor Tanaka began with the first item about historic 
designation criteria.  To him, the reason this is being discussed and the reason he thinks Ms. 
Downey brought this recommendation is that there have been a few appeals that have come from 
HRC to the Council.  That is healthy and to be expected.  One cannot have an adjudication 
1/9C#))$3"#/#$ !"#/#$ +/#0(!$ 9CC+)&90+*$ +11#+*)B$ $8#$ &)$ 09!$9.#/*'$ C90C#/0#2$+596!$ !"#$ D+C!$ !"+!$
there have been appeals but he does think there has been an issue where the Council has read the 
ordinance and HRC has read it another.  He thinks the Council would be wise if it were clearer 
about what it thinks the criteria are and how they are to be judged by HRC.  With that said, he 
supports the staff recommendation for suggestion 1 that the City has new designation criteria 
A6&2#*&0#)B$$;9$5#$)1#C&D&CE$"#$29#)0(!$1/919)#$C"+0A&0A$!"#$C6//#0!$"&)!9/&C$2#)&A0+!&90$C/&!#/&+$
56!$ "#$ 29#)$ )6119/!$ C9<&0A$ 61$ 3&!"$ )1#C&D&C$ A6&2#*&0#)$ )9$ &!$ &)$ C*#+/#/$ 3"+!$ !"#$ %960C&*()$
expectations are about notable person, notable architect and so on.  Furthermore, staff has made 
it clear that if the Council pursued option 1 that the National Register bulletins would be where 
staff would go to get a lot of the ideas.  There is no need to reinvent the wheel.  It is already 
fairly well understood how those guidelines should be understood and this will put it in writing 
so that HRC commissioners and Council members, present and future, hopefully interpret the 
ordinance the same way.  His preference would be to go with option 1 and have staff go ahead 
and put together those designation criteria guidelines based on the National Register Bulletin.  
Second, where the staff report starts talking about other historic issues that need to be discussed, 
the/#$ &)E$90$1+A#$YZE$+!$ !"#$.#/'$59!!9<$9D$ !"#$D&/)!$1+/+A/+1"$+!$ !"#$ !91E$ &!$ )+')E$7+22&!&90+**'E$
should the Council direct staff to draft designation criteria guidelines discussed above, the Mills 
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Act Alteration Guidelines could be added, creating one comprehensive guidelines document for 
!"#$"&)!9/&C$1/#)#/.+!&90$1/9A/+<B=$ $8#$396*2$)6119/!$ !"+!$+)$3#**B$  This would be guidelines 
about what the City expects out of homes that are in the Mills Act and in what instances the 
Council would approve someone to join the Mills Act and what Council thinks they should be 
doing in terms of maintenance and having one set of guidelines.  The second item on page 74, 
Mr. Woiwode brought up that there is a backlog and one way to deal with that backlog is to 
possibly change the Mills Act parameters.  There has been discussion by Mr. Woiwode to look at 
the current formula and to see if there is a way to alter that formula so that either we would know 
with more certainty what the Mills Act tax benefit would be and if that was reduced somewhat if 
that would allow more homes to go into the program and help the City move the backlog.  He 
thinks the Council could agree to continue to explore that and try to see if a product could be 
5/96A"!$5+CF$!9$!"#$%960C&*B$$-!$29#)0(!$<#+0$!"#$Council is going to approve it but he thinks the 
Council would benefit from looking at some alternatives for the Mills Act and to see if it wants 
to make that tradeoff where it gives away less of a benefit in the Mills Act but processes more 
homes.  He thinks it would be important for the Council to continue to support that work so it 
can at least see what the alternative product would be.  Last, on page 75 of the staff report, in the 
1+/+A/+1"$/&A"!$+59.#$!"#$"#+2&0A$7%6//#0!$8&)!9/&C$J/#)#/.+!&90$,9/F$J/9A/+<=E$&!$)+')E$7!"#$
City Council may wish to consider reviewing historic alteration permit recommendations at 
165*&C$ "#+/&0A)$ /+!"#/$ !"+0$ 90$ !"#$%90)#0!$ %+*#02+/B=$ $ ;"#$%960C&*()$ C6//#0!$ 19*&C'$ &)$3"#0$
HRC grants a zoning variance or something along those lines it comes back to the Council just to 
make sure the Council supports it.  He thinks it is very important that, from now on, the Council 
directs staff that when HRC makes a decision about some sort of variance with zoning that it 
come back as a public hearing.  That way the people who are docketed on the Council agenda 
can at least expect the Council to review it thoroughly.  When it was put on Consent, it was 
confusing.  It was confusing for the applicant because Consent assumes that it is going to be 
routine or that it is going to be approved and whenever any member wanted to pull something off 
of Consent the applicant was almost surprised that the Council would do that.   8#$29#)0(!$3+0!$
to create that confusion.  He wants to make it clear that one of the great things about historic 
preservation is that there are opportunities for density bonuses, variances, things like that, but he 
also wants to make it clear that the City Council will review that as a public hearing.  Anyone 
who has watched the City()$ 165*&C$ "#+/&0A)$ 3&**$ F093$ !"+!$ <+0'$ 9D$ !"#<$ +/#$ .#/'$ /96!&0#B$$
Making it a mandatory public hearing at least gives the Council the option to review it more 
thoroughly and if the Council should take action or decline whatever the variance is he thinks it 
will be more understandable to those applicants.  Lastly, on page 75 there is a prioritization 
9/2#/E$90#$!"/96A"$D&.#E$+02$"#$C+0$)6119/!$)!+DD()$/#C9<<#02+!&90$D9/$1/&9/&!&#)B$$8#$!"&0F)$!"#$
number one priority should be creating designation criteria guidelines and making it clear what 
the ordinance means and how the Council wants it interpreted.  The second is concerning Mills 
RC!$+*!#/+!&90$A6&2#*&0#)$+02$)"96*20(!$!+F#$!99$*90A$56!$&!$3&**$!"#0$5#$90#$29C6<#0!B$$;"#$!"&/2E$
prioritization of the histor&C$+*!#/+!&90$1#/<&!$165*&C$09!&C&0AE$)"96*20(!$!+F#$*90A$#&!"#/$!9$<+F#$
sure that the policy is to bring it back as a public hearing.  The fourth is reduction of the Mills 
Act waiting list.  Again, when staff knocks the first three out then staff and HRC can start 
working on what an alternative might be to the Mills Act that could bring in more homes more 
/#+2&*'B$ $ ;"#$ *+)!$ 90#$396*2$ 5#$ !"#$ "&)!9/&C$ 2&)!/&C!$ 9/2&0+0C#B$ $8#$ 29#)0(!$ !"&0F$ !"#$Council 
knows what it wants out of a historic district, as a majority, and he thinks it would be good to get 
some more feedback from the HRC as well.  Lastly, his recommendation would be, if the 
%960C&*$A9#)$3&!"$)!+DD()$/#C9<<#02+!&90$[E$!9$16!$!9A#!"#/$2#)&A0+!&90$C/&!#/&+$A6&2#*&0#)$!"+!$
the Council first have staff p6!$ !"+!$ !9A#!"#/E$ !"#0$"+.#$8?%$/#.&#3$)!+DD()$39/F$+02$+D!#/$ !"#$
HRC has reviewed it, then it would come back to the Council for final review and approval. 
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Councilmember Denny would really like this to generate or come up from the HRC.  That way it 
would save staff resources.  She would really like to see the HRC hold a workshop or something 
where they could really sit down and go over each of the criteria because she is really concerned 
that the concerns brought up by Councilmember Downey all relate to denial of demolition 
1#/<&!)B$$,"+!$&)$!"#$&0!#0!$9/$!"#$!"/6)!$9D$%960C&*<#<5#/$@930#'()$/#S6#)!$&)E$&0$D+C!E$!9$<+F#$
demolish permits easier to get and that, in fact, weakens our historic resources ordinance.  She 
really wants our HRC to be the voice of authority on this.  She realizes that there are home 
56&*2#/)XI)B$%*+0C'$)+&2$)"#$56&*!$!"/##$"9<#)$"#/#B$$;"#$%&!'$"+)$!"96)+02)$9D$/#)&2#0!)$D9/$
whom we are supposed to protect the village atmosphere and our history gives us a sense of 
place, it gives us a sense of our identity and she really feels like we are squeezing out the HRC 
and that concerns her.  She would like it to emanate from there and then have staff prepare 
something for the Council.  That would show the most respect.  She is concerned that with the 
overturning, not by herself, but with the lack of a majority of support of the HRC decision, it is 
really a sad state of affairs for the historic preservation program in Coronado.  She would like 
staff to work on other things.  We do have redevelopment and other priorities and let it emanate 
61$ D/9<$ !"#$ 8?%B$ $ ;"+!$ &)$ !"#$ 3+'$ !9$ A9B$ $ :"#$ /#D#//#2$ !9$ I+'9/$ ;+0+F+()$ C9<<#0!$ !"+!$
sometimes the City Council does not agree with an HRC decision and she would really like to 
see more something emanating from the HRC as they look around at the different guidelines for 
what our standard of review here on this dais should be because she thinks we tend to go in and 
60/+.#*$!"#$2#C&)&90)$<+2#$5'$!"#$8?%$+02$)"#$29#)0(!$F093$&D$!"+!$&)$)9<#!"&0A$!"+!$3#$*#A+**'$
should be doing or a review might be narrower.  She would like some more specific law on that 
in that area for our review process here and what is the scope of our review.  She definitely 
)6119/!)$ I/B$ %990)($ <#0!&90&0A$ !"#$ \+!&90+*$ ?#A&)!#/$ A6&2#*&0#)$ +02$ )"e thinks that is 
something that we need to get on board with our program so that the public knows for historic 
preservation is considered weak as it is and these changes by Councilmember Downey are going 
to make it weaker.  While )"#$+11*+62)$I/B$,9&392#() +!!#<1!E$)"#$29#)0(!$ !"&0F$&!$ &<1/9.#)$
our ordinance at all.  It actually makes the ordinance weaker so that we can save less or fewer 
historic homes and make it easier to demolish.  She thinks that we have a trust, we have built a 
trust up with the citiz#0)E$ +**$ 9D$ 96/$ C&!&]#0)E$ !9$ F##1$ %9/90+29$ %9/90+29$ +02$ )9$ )"#$ C+0(!$
underestimate the value of the HRC and the work that they do and the respect that they deserve 
from us.  For those reasons, the public comment from Mr. Palmieri of having an outside expert 
and so forth, that is just so something that is so insupportable and the idea that termite infestation 
could be an important factor in our standard of review and we know that is not true.  The 
condition of the house is something that is not considered.  :"#$&)$/#+**'$C90C#/0#2$!"+!$&D$3#X$
and the people who know this and the people who advise us of these things are the HRC 
members.  They know the national standards, the national guidelines and she really wants it to 
C9<#$ D/9<$ !"#<B$ $ :"#$ C+0(!$ )##$3"'$3#$396*20(!$ "+.#$ &!$ emanate from there as opposed to 
taking staff resources.  
 
Mayor Tanaka pointed out that it is going to go to staff eventually.  If it starts with HRC, in the 
end, staff is going to finalize what HRC suggests.  If it starts with staff, staff is going to do the 
*#A39/F$5#C+6)#$8?%$+/#$19*&C'$<+F#/)B$ $;"#'$+/#$09!$%&!'$#<1*9'##)B$ $,#$290(!$A&.#$ !"#<$
homework.  He thinks that City staff already knows to look at the National Register Bulletin 
because most of the guidelines we want are already there and it is just a matter of staff 
transposing those, where appropriate, into our existing ordinance and then HRC has the more 
&<19/!+0!$ /9*#$9D$ /#.&#3&0A$)!+DD()$39/F$+02$ !"#'$+/#$C#/!+&0*'$3#*C9<#$ !9$1/9.&2#$C9<<#0!)$
which will give the City Council more information to work from. 
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Ms. Denny is concerned.  They have come up and said they would like to volunteer their time 
and so forth.  This would be such a meaty piece for their agenda, for something for them to work 
on.  She disagreed with Mayor Tanaka.  They are here offering their time.  She feels Ms. Denis 
<+F#)$+$.#/'E$.#/'$A992$19&0!$ &0$ !"+!X90#$9D$!"#$#O+<1*#)$D9/$3"'$)"#$)+')$!"+!$96/$"&)!9/&C$
resources ordinance in Coronado is weaker, is quite weak, is that we have a 75 year requirement 
which would trigger historic designation and other cities, as Ms. St. Denis mentioned, have a 45 
or 50 year.  So we are losing homes and that is a problem and the changes proposed by Ms. 
Downey will make it weaker so we can save fewer homes.  She really thinks that the HRC are 
the people who are interested to protect our historic resources and they are here giving us their 
!&<#$+02$!"#'$290(!$A#!$1+&2$D9/$3"+!$ !"#'$29B$ $;"#'$+/#$!"#$90#)$!"+!$"+.#$!"#&/$D&0A#/$90$!"#$
pulse of what is going on not only in Coronado but in State and National worlds of historic 
preservation.  She thinks they can free up staff resources by letting it emanate up first from the 
8?%B$$:"#$!"&0F)$!"+!$396*2$16!$6)$90$+$/#+**'$A992$/9+2$+02$3#$C+0(!$5#$!"#$D&/)!$C&!'$C960C&*$!9$
handle changes to our historic program in this manner.  In fact, she thinks it is a pretty prudent 
and savvy way to handle it because they are the experts.   :"#$!6/0#2$!9$I+'9/$;+0+F+()$9!"#/$
points.  For the first, the designation should use the national guidelines.  She agrees with Mr. 
Coons that is important. 
 
Mayor Tanaka corrected that Ms. Downey supported option 2.  To him, the logical conclusion of 
what Ms. Denny has been saying is none of the above.  Or, none of the above and then have 
HRC, if they want, propose guidelines.   
 
Ms. Denny would like it to emanate up from them.  She thinks that would be the right thing to do 
and she does have to mention Mr. Woiwode()$ C9<<#0!).  While she applauds his desire to 
reduce the backlog on the Mills Act for historic preservation because after a home is designated 
the homeowner can apply for a Mills Act contract with the City and while she applauds his 
trying to reduce the backlog, by fiddling around with the stated County guideline, she thinks that 
we will, again, weaken our I&**)$RC!$1/9A/+<$#.#0$D6/!"#/$!"+0$&!$+*/#+2'$&)B$$:"#$29#)0(!$3+0!$
!9$ A9$ &0!9$ 2#!+&*)$ +596!$ "93$%9/90+29()$I&**)$RC!$ 1/9A/+<$ &)$3#+F#/$ 9/$ 2&DD#/#0!$ !"+0$ 9!"#/$
cities but you will just have to take her at her word that it is and that Senator Mills is not 
surprised but is not pleased with the way the current Mills Act program happens and so forth in 
%9/90+29$&)$5#&0A$C9026C!#2B$$:"#$&)$/#+**'$*##/'$9D$+02$29#)0(!$F093$!"+!$)"#$C+0$)6119/!X3#$
!#02$!9$)+'$290(!$39//'$+596!$&!$+02$3#$+/#$K6)!$A9&0A$!9$!"&0F$+5out it buy why waste staff time 
trying to narrow the Mills Act contract benefit to make our program even weaker than it is.  We 
are turning off a lot of home buyers who will just really go elsewhere and then we would lose 
historic homes in the broad picture.  She asked if Mayor Tanaka followed. 
 
Mayor Tanaka could not agree with what Ms. Denny has said.    
 
%960C&*<#<5#/$,9&392#$+A/##)$3&!"$I+'9/$;+0+F+()$)6AA#)!&90)$+02$!"&0F)$!"#$)#S6#0C#$"#$
described makes sense to him.  He noted that he interpreted Ms. ^#&!"()$ 9DD#/$ +)$ !"#$ %8R$
offering to do some homework for the City, not HRC.  He thinks that would be very helpful.  
,&!"$+**$ !"+!$"+)$5##0$ !+*F#2$+596!$90$ !"&)$ )65K#C!$ #.#/'$ !&<#$"#$29#)0(!$F093$3"'$3#$290(!$
already have a list that tells the City what all the properties are, who all the notable builders are, 
etc.  He suspects that is what CHA would be able to tell the City which would be what all the 
historic properties are that should be considered for historic designation.  That would be 
informative to the owners.  It would be no surprise then if it subsequently came up and we would 
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be on notice as to the number that exists.  That would be very welcome.  That is the only thing 
!"+!E$&0$+22&!&90$!9$I+'9/$;+0+F+()$96!*&0#E$"#$!"&0F)$396*2$5#$+0$&<1/9.#<#0!.   
 
I+'9/$;+0+F+$&)$!"#$%&!'$%960C&*()$*&+&)90$!9$!"#$%8R$C9<<&!!##$+02$"#$3+)$A*+2$!9$)##$I/)B$
Keith present.  They have already discussed, in their Board level, trying to put together that and 
&!$3+)$2&)C6))#2$!"+!$!"#/#$/#+**'$&)0(!$+09!"#/$9/A+0&]+!&9n similarly positioned to work on that.  
8#$!"&0F)$!"#$5#+6!'$9D$!"#$)6AA#)!&90$&)$!"+!$&!$29#)0(!$0##2$!"#$%&!'()$5*#))&0AB$$;"#/#$<+'$5#$
an absence in terms of really trying to quantify who our notable builders are and then once that 
organization makes its own decision about that you can start to catalog how many homes are left 
in Coronado and at some point, as that list becomes more mature, then there is the opportunity to 
interface with the City and see if the City even wants to adopt that list or refine it.  He does agree 
with Mr. Woiwode that there is an opportunity there to try to make it clearer as to what the City 
values in terms of notable persons or notable builders and so on. 
 
Councilmember Ovrom cited %"+1!#/$ YMBLME$ !"#$ %&!'()$ 8&)!9/&C$ ?#)96/C#$ Code, paragraph 
70.20.010, Purpose and Intent, Point G.  It says one of the purposes intended is 7to identify, as 
early as possible, and resolve conflicts.=  He thinks that it is the conflicts that we are talking 
about, not the other things, because the conflicts seem to come when we are trying to address 
these other things.  In choosing between option 1 and option 2 - option 1 says that we use the 
bulletins as a guide.  In option2, according to Mr. Coons, it would have the City accept them as 
they are and /#1*+C#$!"#$%&!'()$C6//#0!$A6&2#*&0#)B$$8#$!"&0F)$!"#/#$&)$<#/&!$90$59!"$+/A6<#0!)B$$
He cuts not towards total replacement but does see a lot of merit in the way the National Register 
does try to identify the various elements and even he can understand them.  They are not so 
subjective; in fact they appear to be more objective.  He likes that in the National designation 
criteria.  His preference would be option 1, but not necessarily to use the National Register 
criteria as a guide but to use them to the maximum extent practical.  There will be some times 
when it is not practical.  He disagreed with Ms. Denny in that the City Council is talking about 
policy and is not talking about executing policy.  T"+!$ &)$ 96/$ K95$ +02$ )!+DD()$ K95B$ $8#$396*2$
support option 1 using the National Register criteria to the maximum extent possible.  He is 
hoping that this will reduce the confusion.   
 
Mayor Tanaka pointed out that staff put together three options.  All of them, he thinks rely on the 
National Register Bulletin.  The real difference is whether the City scrubs its current ordinance 
and switches to option 3 and exclusively use what they provide as both guidance and the way we 
structure historic preservation in Coronado, or use 91!&90$[$!"+!$396*2$F##1$!"#$3+'$!"#$%&!'(s 
rules are written but add more specificity that would come from the National Register Bulletin.  
The real difference is if the City switched away from its current ordinance to some of the other 
standards.  One would only need to qualify on one criterion, but how those particular criteria are 
interpreted is going to be the same.  His preference is to stick with what the City has but to make 
it clearer what the criteria are.  He thinks he hears consensus for option 1 but he wants to 
reaffirm that.   
 
Mr. Ovrom wanted to ask the City Manager if he has any questions as to where he thinks he 
would go with this. 
 
City Manager Blair King explained that when staff prepared this they thought of it as providing 
three roads to go down.  The assumption was that staff would receive direction but there was no 
conclusive action that would be taken at this time.  If there is consensus that the City goes with 
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option1, staff would develop, based upon the discussion, some guidance in terms of the 
application of the criteria so that it would be known, take that to HRC to vet, and then come back 
to the City Council for action.  At that time some conclusive action would be taken and Council 
would probably have the choices of modifying definitions that are provided, accepting them as is 
and that would start the new chapter going forward.  There have also been questions about what 
the eligibility is for the alteration of Mills Act houses in terms of what alterations can be made 
and be eligible to maintain the Mills Act designation, or what type of alterations would violate 
the basic principles of maintaining of the tax break offered by the Mills Act.  Staff would also 
then look at the process which would also be vetted at the HRC level.  Previously there was an 
effort to focus on having the HRC carry out the reviews for alteration permits and then bring the 
items to the Council on the Consent Calendar.  R)$+$1/+C!&C+*$<+!!#/E$&!$"+)0(!$39/F#2$96!$+02$!"#$
appeal always has been made directly to the Council for the modifications with a different 
notification process.  His understanding is that !"#$I+'9/()$C9<<#0!) provide a template for the 
direction. 
 
 MSU C (Ovrom/Woiwode) moved that the C ity Council direct staff to draft 

designation guidelines based on option #1. 
 
   A Y ES:  Denny, Downey, Ovrom, Woiwode, Tanaka 
   N A YS:  None 
   A BST A ININ G: None  
   A BSE N T :  None 
 
Mr. Ovrom moved on to the recommendation says that for staff to draft designation criteria 
guidelines above the Mills Act alteration guidelines could be added.  He is not sure he is ready to 
make any recommendations related to the Mills Act at this time.  The Mills Act guidelines are a 
different issue and trying to include those with the historic designation criteria may or may not 
have merit.  He would much rather have staff work on the historic designation criteria first, and 
as the Manager said, staff can take a look at the Mills Act guidelines and see which ones fit and 
3"&C"$90#)$290(!.  If he feels that staff has gotten far enough along on that he can come back to 
the Council with suggestions for addition or change.  His guess is that the Mills Act is a little 
different because the rules are more stringent. 
 
I+'9/$;+0+F+$)6<<+/&]#2$ !"+!$I/B$_./9<()$/#C9<<#02+!&90$ &)$ !"+!$ !"#$%960C&*$ !+)F$)!+DD$ !9$
put together design criteria revisions but that item #2 on their work plan listed on page 75 of the 
staff report could drop down to #5.  Then when the City has a better idea of whether or not the 
designation criteria guidelines work the Council can come back and see if the Mills Act deserves 
the same treatment.   
 
Mr. Ovrom thinks that #1 will consume a good bit of the City I+0+A#/()$!&<#B 
 
I)B$@930#'$29#)0(!$95K#C!$56!$90#$9D$!"#$!"&0A)$)"#$3+)$!"&0F&0AE$+02$)"#$29#)0(!$F093$&D$!"#$
%960C&*$C+0$29$ &!$5#C+6)#$ &!$2&20(!$+C!6+**'$+A#02&ze it this way, but it might be helpful if the 
City puts a moratorium on taking new Mills Act applications until the City addresses whether it 
is changing the designation criteria on how one would get designated and if that affects the Mills 
Act and/or Mr. ,9&392#()$)6AA#)!&90B$$ 
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I+'9/$;+0+F+$!"&0F)$!"+!$396*2$/60$C960!#/$!"#$%960C&*()$1/#.&96)$2&/#C!&90$3"&C"$"+)$5##0$!9$
try to process as many Mills Act applications as it could.  If the Council now calls a moratorium 
&!$396*20(!$)#0!$!"#$/&A"!$<#))+A#B$$He thinks that until the Council comes up with a refinement 
it should continue to honor the program as it exists.   
 
I/B$_./9<$!"&0F)$!"#$*&)!$&)$*90A$#096A"$!"+!$!"#$%&!'$%960C&*$29#)0(!$"+.#$!9$39//'$+596!$!"+!B 
 
Deputy City Attorney Johanna Canlas pointed out that the City Council cannot discuss or enact a 
Mills Act moratorium because it must be fully agendized, reported, and notices to be discussed.   
 
I/B$,9&392#$19&0!#2$96!$ !"+!$ &0$ !"#$%&!'()$guidelines on historic resources, under Mills Act, 
there is the statement that properties with Mills Act agreements are held to a higher standard of 
preservation than the residents so he thinks that the City Council can make a statement that we 
29$!"+!$56!$3#$290(!$F093$3"+!$!"9)#$)!+02+/2)$+/#B$$8#$!"&0F)$!"+!$I/B Ovrom is saying that he 
wants to see those developed, but later, and it is not a high priority item.  Mr. Ovrom concurred. 
 
Mayor Tanaka moved on to the next item which is reduction of the Mills Act waiting list.  Again, 
I/B$,9&392#()$ )6AA#)!&90$3+)$ !"+!$we, as a City, might want to see what other options are 
available to it.   
 
Mr. Woiwode commented that the City Council did include that as part of the motion with the 
last approval of Mills Act houses.  He thinks that this is to prioritize now.  We have already said 
that we want this investigated so it is probably in its appropriate place.   
 
Mayor Tanaka recalled that in the second part of the recommendation, part 2 on page 71 says to 
review additional information regarding historic preservation program improvements.  He agrees 
that it has been discussed before but part of putting the prioritization list together is letting staff 
and HRC know what the City Council wants them to pursue.  No action is required on the Mills 
Act waiting list because the suggestion had been made at a past meeting but Council can either 
give clearer direction today that the Council is interested in that work product or that it is not 
interested in that work product.  He thinks it would be helpful to staff and to HRC to know if this 
is something that is worth their time or not.   
 
Mr. Woiwode asked if staff could state what the position was that the City Council adopted. 
 
Ms. Olsen explained that it was part of the motion, as part of the approval of the Mills Act 
contracts for 2010; the motion was made by Councilmember Woiwode that staff should also look 
into ways of reducing the Mills Act waiting list.  That was part of the motion and the City 
Council voted to approve it.  Staff is aware that is intended to be a work item but staff is asking 
for where it should be in the prioritization list.   
 
I+'9/$;+0+F+$ )6AA#)!#2$<9.&0A$ !9$ !"#$1/&9/&!&]+!&90$ *&)!B$ $W'$I/B$_./9<()$ )6AA#)!&90E$Mills 
Act alteration guidelines are dropped to #5.  He wants to address #3, historic alteration permit 
public noticing.  Unless there is a majority that objects he would like to put that in its current 
spot but now at #2 rather than #3 that future items will come back to the Council, if they are 
zoning exceptions, as a public hearing.  He would also like to suggest that #4, reduction of the 
Mills Act waiting list, remain in its prioritization status but now at #3 instead of #4.  #5, historic 
district ordinance, can be #4 and the Mills Act alteration guidelines will be #5. 
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 MSU C (Tanaka/Woiwode) moved that the prioritization list include: 
   2.  H istoric A lteration Permit public noticing 
   3.  Reduction of the Mills Act waiting list 
   4.  H istoric Distr ict O rdinance 
   5.  Mills Act A lteration Guidelines 
 
Councilmember Downey would agree to support the motion but wanted to flesh out, for staff, a 
little bit of discussion on the historic alteration permit public notice.  That takes care of moving 
one that was going to be on Consent but it still leaves the question that exists if it is an applicant 
appealing a denial at HRC.  It has caught both sides twice.  She remembers one time Mrs. Keith 
3+)$61)#!$5#C+6)#$)"#$2&20(!$A#!$+$C"+0C#$!9$hear everyone because everyone followed the rules.  
There are rules about what has to be done when there are appeals.  She is not sure how it can be 
fixed but since we are now trying to give this more visibility for the public and people want to 
talk on either side.  How can that be done for both of them?  Should it be an appeal or consent?  
She is trying to be able to have the public allowed to speak on it.   
 
Mayor Tanaka clarified that, by routine now, the City Council is saying that anything that comes 
back to the Council for final approval from HRC that involves something that is an alteration or 
some sort of a variance will require a public hearing and public hearings inherently require a 
certain amount of notification to the public.  It is a higher level of notification than the Consent 
Calendar would require.  Second, when someone appeals, that triggers an Administrative 
Hearing and the City also has to notify on appeal.  He thinks that staff is saying that by making it 
a public hearing permanently now it will hopefully provide enough notification for anyone who 
is interested. 
 
Ms. Canlas explained that, in this particular case, a public hearing connotes that the Council is 
only going to be deciding the matter based on the evidence that they receive during that public 
hearing.  If for some reason Council is approached by either HRC members or the appellant or 
the applicant that triggers a disclosure.  Before the public hearing, as would normally be done at 
any public hearing, the Council members will have to disclose that they were approached or they 
received communication and their decision will be based on the evidence presented to them at 
that time and not based on those ex parte communications.  That is what a public hearing, in its 
nature, requires. 
 
Mr. Ovrom feels that the controversy was, and it was brought up by Mrs. Keith, that there was 
one side that could use public comment to provide a whole bunch of information and the other 
)&2#$2&20(!$6)#$!"+!B$$,"#/#$29$3#$)!+02$90$!"+!$90#` 
 
Ms. Canlas responded that, in that particular case, there is an admonition that the Mayor gets to 
read that yes, they spoke during public comments, but those testimonies are not considered 
#.&2#0C#$ D9/$%960C&*()$ C90)&2#/+!&90B$ $ -!$ &)$ +)$ &D$ !"#$%&!'$%960C&*$ &)$ A9&0A$ !9$ 16!$ 5*&02#/)$ 90B$$
They heard it and that is part of the First Amendment right and part of the Brown Act but those 
are not evidence that can be considered during adjudication of that particular item.   
 
Ms. Downey thinks this perfectly brings her to her point.  No one likes that set up.  There are a 
couple of ways to deal with that.  She spoke with staff about two things.  People would rather 
watch what happens at HRC and she would like staff to look at choosing that to be the committee 
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that is broadcast over the television and internet as opposed to Planning Commission.  She wants 
more public debate on these issues.  The second question comes from the fact that we want to 
give HRC all the authority to do this but we have now confined them and anyone before them 
&0!9$!"&)$/6*#$9D$165*&C$"#+/&0A)$!"+!$29#)0(!$+**93$<9/#$!#)!&<90'B$$-!$&)$+$2#$09.9$/#.&#3$+02$
there are lots of legal rules.  She would like to investigate how we can do it differently. 
 
Mr. King thinks that we have some dynamic tension as to whether this is an on the record 
hearing or a de novo hearing.  He thinks that the Council is saying that if it directs staff to work 
in this, it would like clarification as to whether this is on the record or de novo.  His sense is that 
the Council would like it to be a de novo hearing which would then alter this issue of preparing 
the list of witnesses and items like that because appeals previously have been frustrating for the 
Council.  If Council so directs, staff will work with the City Attorney to develop a procedure that 
would be more of a de novo hearing. 
 
I)B$@#00'$29#)0(!$)"+/#$!"+!$.&#3B$$:"#$!"&0F)$3#$)"96*2$K6)!$D9**93$!"#$/6les as we have been 
doing it and keep doing it that way and the whole de novo review just allows us to unravel more 
what has been done at the HRC level.  That is why when she is talking about the appellate review 
or the standard of review – we are going to have to change the ordinance then.  What we are 
proposing right now is just a huge change in a negative way to our historic resources program.   
 
   A Y ES:  Denny, Downey, Ovrom, Woiwode, Tanaka 
   N A YS:  None 
   A BST A ININ G: None  
   A BSE N T :  None 
 
The C ity Council went into recess at 5:15 pm. 
 
The C ity Council resumed at 5:25 pm.   
 
 11c. Consideration of Appointment of One New Member to the Planning 
Commission.       
 
Mayor Tanaka invited the applicants to introduce themselves. 
 
Louis DeBeer, Harold Denardi both addressed the City Council. 
 
City Clerk Linda Hascup read the names of the candidates as follows: 
 
 Louis DeBeer 
 Harold Denardi 
 Friedrich Eric Raiter 
 
Ms. Hascup called the names and recorded the votes for the first round as follows: 
 
 Louis DeBeer   five votes 
 Harold Denardi  five votes 
 Friedrich Eric Raiter  four votes 
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Those with three votes or greater advanced to the second round.  Ms. Hascup called the names 
and recorded the votes for the second round as follows: 
 
 Louis DeBeer   four votes  
 Harold Denardi  four votes 
 Friedrich Eric Raiter  two votes 
 
Those with three votes or greater advanced to the third round.  Ms. Hascup called the names and 
recorded the votes for the third round as follows: 
 
 Louis DeBeer   two votes  
 Harold Denardi  three votes 
 
 MSU C (Tanaka/Downey) moved that the C ity Council appoint Harold Denardi to 

fill the remainder of a term that expires December 31, 2011. 
 
   A Y ES:  Denny, Downey, Ovrom, Woiwode, Tanaka 
   N A YS:  None 
   A BST A ININ G: None  
   A BSE N T :  None 
 
 11d. Selection of the City of Coronado’s Representative to the Port of San Diego 
Public A rt Committee and Approval to Submit Public A rt Committee M embership 
Application to the Board of Port Commissioners.    Under Consent, the C ity Council 
approved the submittal of a Public A rt Committee Membership Application to the San 
Diego Unified Port District with the recommendation that the current Coronado 
representative to the Port Public A rt Committee, Susan Ronan, be re-selected to serve on 
the reorganized Public A rt Committee for a term to expire on December 31, 2011.    
 
 
 11e. Follow Up on March 1, 2011, Presentation and Informational Report on 
Continued Implementation of the Community Development Agency of the C ity of 
Coronado (C D A) Development Plan and Possible F inancing of Various Projects and 
A ffordable Housing.    City Manager Blair King provided some comments and Leslie Suelter, 
Director of Administrative Services, gave a brief presentation and introduced Dave McEwen, the 
Redevelopment Counsel, to give more specifics. 
 
Mr. McEwen provided comments on the current situation. 
 
Councilmember Woiwode clarified that if the legislation is signed the day after tomorrow and all 
the redevelopment agency items stop, does that mean that the City has to stop construction on the 
theater that day? 
 
Mr. McEwen responded that the City, after that point in time, cannot enter into new agreements 
and take new action but with respect to existing obligations it is expected that they will be 
carried out.   
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Councilmember Ovrom recalled Mr. McEwen saying that the City could continue to be the 
surviving entity or the CDA successor entity.  Its obligations would be the bonds and the 
increment would be there.  It sounds to him that a successor agency would require some 
administration and that would also be an allowance.  His first gut would tell him that, if this were 
to pass, the City would want to do that and would not want to pass that responsibility on to 
someone and have someone else determine what some of those interpretations of the rules are.   
 
Mr. McEwen agrees with Mr. Ovrom and commented that it does provide for the payment of 
administrative costs for the successor entity.  There is another layer of administrative oversight 
that gets created under the current bill and whether this survives is questionable.  There is what is 
called an oversight committee and there is one for every agency.  It is composed primarily of 
education people.  The City gets to appoint one member, the County Supervisor gets to appoint 
one member, the local school district gets to appoint one member, and the County 
Superintendent of Schools gets to appoint someone.  There is another person appointed from the 
general public but named by the County Superintendant of Schools again.  It is heavily weighted 
towards school administration.  One is appointed by the local school district and then the others 
are all appointed by the County, one by the Board of Supervisors and then the others by the 
County Superintendant of Schools. 
 
Councilmember Denny gets the feeling that while there is a level of uncertainty that we all deal 
with in our daily lives it might be heightened at this time up in Sacramento but that, to her, the 
)F'$29#)0(!$)##<$*&F#$&!$&)$D+**&0A$5#C+6)#$I/B$IC>3#0$K6)!$<#0!&90#2E$+02$)"#$+A/##)$3&!"$"&<, 
that the stay, the injunction, would be quite successful.  So, even if it does pass tomorrow and it 
is the worst case for Coronado, the injunction would be successful.  She recalled that he had 
mentioned the impairment of contracts issue but there are also two other constitutional bases 
which would defeat this worst case scenario for Coronado.   
 
I/B$IC>3#0$29#)0(!$!"&0F$&!$396*2$5#$)9$<6C"$90$!"#$&<1+&/<#0!$&))6#$56!$3&!"$/#)1#C!$!9$J/91$
22 and then Article 16, Section 16.  In order to do what they want to do, they need to put on a 
constitutional amendment and have it approved by the voters.   
 
Ms. Denny commented that a constitutional amendment would have to reverse what the people 
just voted on in November.  The likelihood of this happening, to her, is quite low when she 
weighs all the facts and the law. 
 
Mayor Tanaka thinks that maybe the worst case scenario for Coronado would be if they did 
D9C6)$90$!"#$)C"99*$2&)!/&C!$1+/!B$$-D$!"#$C9<1/9<&)#$C+//&#)$!"#0$%9/90+29$29#)0(!$"+.#$!"#$C*96!$
of all the other redevelopment agencies against Coronado.  If they take the most obvious way to 
recoup the largest number of dollars and attack redevelopment broadly, then all of 
redevelopment is going to be fighting this together.  If they end up cutting a side deal that sets 
just the school district increment of various agencies out there, other agencies are probably going 
!9$5/#+!"#$+$C9**#C!&.#$)&A"$9D$/#*&#D$+02$!"#0$%9/90+29$3&**$5#X 
 
I/B$IC>3#0$/#)1902#2$!"+!$!"#$1/919)+*$29#)0(!$D9C6)$K6)!$90$!"#$)C"99*$)"+/#B$$The proposal 
focuses on a voluntary payment of all of the increment.  That money would then go to the 
)C"99*)$!9$5+CF$!"+!$61B$$W6!$&!$29#)0(!$D9C6)$K6)!$90$!"#$)C"99*$2&)!/&C!$)"+/#$9D$!+O$&0C/#<#0!B 
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Mayor Tanaka commented that the amount of money they need is probably going to make the 
State the most likely to take the greediest option which would, he thinks, attack all of 
/#2#.#*91<#0!B$ $;"#0$)9<#$9D$ !"#$%&!'()$D#+/)$396*2$5#$+**+'#2$5#C+6)#$+**$9D$ !"9)#$#*#<#0!)$
would be working together in that injunct&.#$/#*&#D$+02$+)$+$!#+<$D&A"!&0A$!"#$:!+!#()$2#C&)&90B$$-D$
!"#'$C6!$+$)<+**#/$2#+*$ !"#'$390(!$/+&)#$+)$<6C"$<90#'$56!$ &D$ !"#'$29$+//&.#$+!$)6C"$+$2#+*$"#$
thinks Coronado is in peril. 
 
%960C&*<#<5#/$@930#'$+22#2$!"+!$#.#0$&D$!"#$)!+'$&)$A/+0!#2$!"+!$29#)0(t mean Coronado can 
go out and bond.  So for Coronado all it is going to do is put everything on hold for as long as it 
is going to take to get to the courts.   
 
Mr. McEwen agreed with that.   
 
Ms. Downey knows that Imperial Beach had set up, some time ago, a housing authority and so 
!"#'$ "+.#$ )#1+/+!#2$ &!$ 96!B$ $ %9/90+29$ 2&20(!$ A9$ !"+!$ /96!#B$ $ -!$ <&A"!E$ D9/$ 3"+!#.#/$ 96!C9<#$
happens, be something Coronado might want to look at – to set up a separate housing agency 
because no matter what the City has to deal with the housing that has already been built or will 
need to be built.   
 
Mr. King stated that staff has more information that needs to be gone over because there are 
9!"#/$&))6#)$5#C+6)#$&0$)9<#$3+')$!"#$%&!'$3+0!)$!9$5#$)6/#$&!$&)$1/9!#C!&0A$!"#$RA#0C'() ability 
!9$/#1+'$!"#$%&!'()$Q#0#/+*$4602$+02$1/9!#C!$!"#$RA#0C'()$+5&*&!'$D9/$!"#$&0)!+**<#0!$16/C"+)#)$
for the Hospital.   
 
Ms. Denny asked, as a threshold question, what the difference is between US Special Counsel 
and our attorney sitting right here and what he deals with in terms of finance and so forth. 
 
Mr. McEwen has represented the Agency since very shortly after its inception and has doing 
bond counsel work in preparing all the bond issues that the Agency has issued since that time.  
He continued by saying that one of the issues that came up on March 1st was the idea that the 
City of San Diego had entered into this whole long list of cooperative agreements and why 
3+)0(!$%9/90+29$29&0A$!"+!B$ $;"#$+0)3#/$&)$!"+!$%9/90+29$"+)$+*/#+2'$290#$!"+!E$)#.#/al years 
ago.  With the School District there is a very lengthy list of projects that would be both City 
projects and school projects so there was no further need for Coronado to do another cooperative 
agreement.  It has already been done and the City has earmarked the tax increment for the life of 
the project to either all of the school district projects, initially, and once those are done then we 
are doing City projects and we are paying back the City for the monies that have been advanced 
over the years and the many millions of dollars that would still go back.  Under the current 
legislation proposal those will be repaid.   
 
Ms. Denny commented that the cooperative agreements that exits would include the Senior 
Center and the Fire Station but piling on ne3$ 1/9K#C!)$ 093E$ D9/$ #O+<1*#E$ !"+!$ +/#0(!$ 90$ !"#$
original list could be protected by cooperative agreement. 
 
Mr. McEwen explained that the problem the City has is that the laundry list of projects has to 
also be included within your redevelopment plan.  In order to expand that list the City is going to 
have to go back and amend the redevelopment plan.  That was a big issue we had when we were 
dealing with the School District several years ago of what that list really includes.  We tried to 
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interpret the list the best we could to give the most flexibility to both entities to do the projects 
that needed to be done.  To try to expand that list now to a lot of projects there is nothing that 
one could argue that remotely comes close to describing that project on the list.  The City is not 
going to be able to do that.   
 
Mr. King thinks that the issue is, though, that projects that are specifically listed in the 
redevelopment list that are not included in the five year implementation plan.   
 
Mr. McEwen thinks there may be some of those but they were included on the cooperative 
agreement, he believes.  He thinks that they included almost everything that was in the 
redevelopment plan on that cooperative agreement. 
 
Councilmember Ovrom recalls that there was a time when the City wanted to go back and 
modify it and he remembers that back in the late 1990s the City Council did modify it once.  
Now the City will need to live with what it has. 
 
Mayor Tanaka believes that the goal of this report is to tell the City Council what the current 
situation is and then advise as to options available.  He thinks the Council wants to discuss 
whether there are actions it should be considering or whether not taking action is its most prudent 
move.   
 
Ms. Suelter added a thought.  Is there anything in the Department of Finance proposal that is 
being considered by the legislature tomorrow that will have an impact on the disposition of the 
assets that the redevelopment agency currently has and what will happen with the assets that the 
City owns?  Can Mr. McEwen confirm what he knows at this time? 
 
Mr. McEwen explained that under the current proposal all the assets of the agency would be 
transferred to the successor entity.  The City would also get the revenues to back up the payment 
of the contractual obligations that are transferred.  The question then is what the City does with 
those assets.  They are coming up with, part of the second proposal down the line, is offering 
cities to do economic development of some kind.  Whether that requires a vote each time to levy 
a tax – no one knows exactly where it is going to go but that was part of the original proposal.   
 
Mayor Tanaka commented that the City of San Diego was discussing this on Monday and they 
had $254 million worth of property and the Mayor of San Diego wanted to just go ahead and 
<9.#$!"#$!/+0)D#/$+02$!"#$%960C&*$3+)0(!$)6/#$&D$!"+!$3+)$+$A992$<9.#$5#C+6)#$'96$290(!$/#+**'$
F093$3"+!$ 95*&A+!&90)$ '96$ +/#$ !+F&0A$ 9.#/$ +02$ '96$ 290(!$ /#+**'$ F093$ "93$<6C"$ D602&0A$ &)$
going to be sent to you a)$+$)6CC#))9/$+A#0C'$+02$ !"#$%960C&*$2&20(!$A9$D9/$ &!$ &0&!&+**'B$ $,"+!$
implications does Coronado need to worry about now? 
 
I/B$IC>3#0$19&0!#2$96!$!"+!$&D$!"#$.9!#$&)$!9<9//93$!"#/#$&)0(!$)6DD&C&#0!$!&<#$!9$!+F#$+0'$+C!&90$
to transfer any assets.  A number of agencies have transferred assets from the agency to the city 
+02$+))6<&0A$ !"+!$ !"#$W&**$29#)0(!$A9$ !"/96A"E$ !"#'$C96*2$.#/'$3#**$ K6)!$#02$61$ !/+0)D#//&0A$ &!$
back to the agency and resume business as usual.  One of the things they have been advising all 
of their clients is to not do anything stupid.  ;"#/#$ K6)!$ &)0(!$ #096A"$ &0D9/<+!&90$ !9$5#$+5*#$ !9$
know what the true consequences will be of taking those actions.  The one thing that Ms. 
Downey mentioned earlier was the housing board.  The County has its housing authority but 
Coronado does not have its own housing authority.  That might be something that could very 
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well be accomplished post adoption of the Bill in which case then, come July 1, that entity would 
be designated as the entity to take over the housing obligations. 
 
Mayor Tanaka asked if the Council can name itself as the housing authority.  It can. 
 
Ms. Denny asked if it is not true that we have actually provided all of our currently legally 
required housing requirements and that we are full up to the year 2026. 
 
Rachel Hurst, Director of Community Development, Redevelopment and Housing, answered 
questions regarding the requirement of affordable housing produced by the redevelopment 
agency and the allowance of affordable housing in the General Plan Housing Element.  With the 
completion of the 12 units on Orange Avenue the City will actually be ahead of our 
redevelopment agency affordable housing production requirement.  There are other 
requirements. 
 
Mr. Ovrom asked if the Housing Element requires !"#$%&!'$!9$29$)9<#X 
 
Ms. Hurst clarified that the obligations of the Redevelopment Agency versus the City and 
housing are completely different.  The Redevelopment Agency has obligations to devote 20% of 
tax increment to the set aside fund and to use that in a timely manner on eligible affordable 
housing projects in proportion to the identified need which happens to be identified in the 
housing element and to produce affordable units, through various means, either the Agency 
itself, working with private owners, non-profits and you have accomplished this through all of 
those means here in Coronado but that production requirement is 15% of the units that are 
constructed within the redevelopment project area.  That is the basic rule of the production 
requirement.  And of course there are the other obligations that the Council has been talking 
about – maintenance, monitoring, carrying out the contractual obligations related to the 
production of these affordable housing units over a long period of time because they are entered 
&0!9$ .#/'$ *90A$ !#/<$ +A/##<#0!)$ !9$ <+&0!+&0$ !"#$ +DD9/2+5*#$ "96)&0A$ )!9CFB$ $ ;"#$ %&!'()$
requirements are different.  The City is required to have a housing element that is approved by 
the State Department of Housing and Community Development.  The City has no affordable 
housing production requirements.  However, the housing element, in order to be approved, 
requires that the City maintain zoning that will allow for affordable housing to be built at various 
densities in the community and that zoning has to accommodate a specified number of units at 
various income levels that are set forth through the Regional Housing Needs Assessment 
process.  Currently, Coronado has met the Community Development Agency production 
requirements with these 12 units that are going to be finished very shortly and will actually be a 
little bit ahead on the current requirement, keeping in mind that as new housing units are built in 
Coronado in the future that requirement does increase incrementally every year in the future.  In 
terms of housing element, Coronado has a Housing Element that has been approved by the State 
so the City is in good stead there, too.  The City showed, the last time it was required to do the 
Housing Element, that the zoning meets the requirements and during the last housing element 
period the City actually did produce the required number of affordable units identified in the 
Housing Element but they were produced because of the resources and efforts of the 
Redevelopment Agency.   
 
Ms. Denny wants to make sure that it is really clear to the public and asked how many units there 
are. 
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Ms. Hurst responded that when the 12 units are finished she believes that it will be 172 existing 
affordable units. 
 
I)B$ @930#'()$ 19&0!$ &0$ 5/&0A&0A$ !"&)$ 61$ &)$ !"+!$ /&A"! now the City kind of oversees it partly 
through the CDA efforts, partly through the City efforts and there would be a benefit, regardless 
of what happens here, to having a housing authority.   
 
Ms. Hurst concurred and added that even with the legislation, if it is the Department of Finance 
draconian method; &!$ 29#)0(!$ 1/#C*62#$ !"#$ %&!'$ D/9<$ +C!6+**'$ C/#+!&0A$ +$ "96)&0A$ +6!"9/&!'$
between now and July 1st. 
 
Mr. King is interested in continuing the discussion but moving forward.  Part of this discussion is 
what the conditions are now and we have said that we want to make sure that we can secure the 
RA#0C'()$+5&*&!'$!9$/#!&/#$&!)$2#5!$!9$%&!'$9D$bNN$<&**&90B$$,#$+/#$5#&0A$!9*2$!"+!$3&**$1/95+5*'$5#$
+5*#$ !9$ 5#$ <#!B$ $ ,"+!$ +596!$ !"#$ RA#0C'()$ +A/##<#0!$ 3&!"$ !"#$ 89)1ital District?  That will 
probably be met.  Then the other question is whether there is anything available to the Agency to 
secure an amount of the future increment growth?  That is one of the things that, over time, the 
State would want.  The other questions are whether we have techniques available to us to do that 
or not.  A couple of the items that were presented to the Council are the Public Works 
Agreement and the cooperative agreement.  Can that be a tool to do that?  That is what the City 
of San Diego did in an attempt to secure future incremental growth to meet the goals of their 
project area.  On the one hand, the Council may not want to do anything and can rely upon Prop 
22 and in a year later the City could be back in business, still moving forward with the 2026 and 
2036 deadlines.  Or are there other options?  There may not be.  He pointed out that Deputy City 
Attorney has had experience with cooperative agreements in the City of Solana Beach that she 
also represents. 
 
Ms. Canlas stated that the idea is that the City and the Agency enters into an agreement.  As Mr. 
King pointed out it was called a cooperative agreement in the City of San Diego.  In other cities 
it is actually called a public improvement and affordable housing grant agreements.  The idea is 
that the City is taking on the role of the agency for completing projects that have been previously 
&2#0!&D&#2$ &0$ !"#&/$ &<1*#<#0!+!&90$ 1*+0$ 9/$ &0$ !"#$ 1/9K#C!$ +/#+$ !"+!$ "+)0(!$ 5##0$ C9<1*#!#2B$ $ W'$
doing so the agency is assigning those obligations to the City and pledging future increments to 
pay for those projects.  The question has been asked as to whether or not that endangers general 
D602$<90&#)$5#C+6)#$093$!"#/#$3&**$5#$+22&!&90+*$95*&A+!&90)$+02$3"+!$ &D$ !"#$&0C/#<#0!)$290(!$
match up.  What has been done in other cities and what San Diego has done is that, in those 
agreements it is specifically provided that no general funds are going to be used and it is going to 
5#$+!$!"#$C&!'()$2&)C/#!&90$3"#!"#/$9/$09!$!"#'$1/9C##2$3&!"$!"9)#$1/9K#C!)$2#1#02&ng on whether 
those increments are there.  The decision is going to be through the city council whether or not 
those projects are funded just as with any other project that is before the city.  The issue is 
whether or not that is going to be enforceable un2#/$!"#$1/919)#2$*#A&)*+!&90B$$,#$290(!$F093B$$
;"#'$"+.#$+2.&)#2$!"#&/$C*&#0!)$!"+!$!"#'$290(!$"+.#$+$C/')!+*$5+**$+02$!"#$+!!9/0#')$+/#$A9&0A$!9$
approve to it as to form because right now there are not enough mechanism available to the city 
in terms of how to make sure that these projects survive.  It is a Hail, Mary maybe but it provides 
a tool that may or may not be able to succeed but, in the long run, what other agencies in other 
cities have decided is that if they can satisfy the determinations that is required by the Health and 
Safety Code and they can make those for those specific projects then it may be worth a shot.  
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That is depending on the financial circumstances and the list of projects and what the priorities 
are by the jurisdiction.  That is what is before the City Council and the Agency Board.  Do we 
want to take that risk knowing that we cannot guarantee success? 
 
Ms. Denny asked for a description of the costs that would be associated in affecting a 
cooperative agreement. 
 
Ms. Canlas explained that there is always a cost for either Mr. McEwen or herself to draft those 
agreements.  In this particular case, unlike San Diego that had 29 different agreements because 
they have a very long list of projects over 17 districts, she does not believe that Coronado has a 
significant list of projects that is going to be subject to those agreements.  There is going to be a 
drafting cost.  There is an administrative cost which comes from transferring over whatever asset 
that is available, unencumbered, right now in the Agency to the City, whether they be grant 
monies for affordable housing or for public infrastructure – those are going to be transferred over 
so there is going to be administrative costs associated with that.  There is actually going to be a 
par!$3"#/#$!"#$%&!'()$*#A+*$C960)#*$+02$%&!'$)!+DD$3&**$"+.#$!9$#.+*6+!#$3"#!"#/$!"#$1/9K#C!)E$&0$
fact, meet those Health and Safety Code determinations that you have to make a finding during a 
public hearing in order to be able to move forward.  There are steps that have to be taken.   
 
Ms. Denny has the list.  It is the California Tax Allocation Bond issues from January 1st of this 
year to March 8th of this year.  30 redevelopment agencies have bonded.  Her understanding is 
that there are over 400 redevelopment agencies in California.  She thinks the number is 425 so 
that means that 395 agencies have not bonded.  Is it known how many have gone into 
cooperative agreements? 
 
Ms. Canlas is aware of at least 3 jurisdictions in the region that have actually bonded within the 
last two months.  In terms of cooperative agreements, within the region and actually within the 
State, this has been ongoing since January when it first came out.  She is aware of at least 9 
within the region that have entered into cooperative agreements and those are the ones they have 
been monitoring and her firm represents.  She can just imagine that up and down the State this 
has been the course of action as a last ditch effort by any agency and any city just to have some 
semblance of security for whatever that is worth.  Santee, National City and San Marcos are 
three that bonded within the last two months.   
 
I)B$:6#*!#/$#O1*+&0#2$!"+!$)!+DD$+)F#2$!"#$%&!'()$D&0+0C&+*$C90)6*!&0A$D9*F)$D/9<$!"#$602#/3/&!&0A$
firm of Stone & Youngberg to answer questions about what is going on even if it is only to be 
educated about what is happening with other cities and they are intimately aware of what other 
cities and redevelopment agencies are doing and what is going on in the bond market.  It is 
interesting to know what is going on and how it might affect the marketability of the existing 
redevelopment bonds.    
 
Bill Huck, Stone & Youngberg, a bond underwriting firm that is a leading underwriter of 
redevelopment bonds in the Country.  He is a Coronado resident and has had a chance to work 
with the CDA during most of its life.  At this stage of the game they are being respectfully quiet.   
 
Mayor Tanaka asked what the interest rates being paid on these bonds right now compared with 
a year ago. 
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Mr. Huck explained that the rates are higher for a couple of reasons, but primarily, because the 
entire municipal bond market has gone up in interest rates in the last quarter.  The biggest reason 
for this is that the bond mutual funds that are the biggest investors in these bonds have had big 
cash outflows as their investor clients have taken money out and put it in the stock market or 
used it for other purposes.  As a result there has been a pretty good increase in interest rates.  
Interest rates today were in the high 6s to 7% or so for a redevelopment agency bond issue which 
would have been maybe 1.5 points higher than this time last year.   
 
Ms. Denny pointed out that Santee put out about $27 million of taxable bonds with a rate of 
9.850% and the tax exempt was 7.2%.  San Marcos had taxable bonds of $52 million at 8.866%.  
National City had $40 million of tax exempt bonds at 7.260%. 
 
%960C&*<#<5#/$,9&392#$/#C+**#2$D/9<$I/B$86CF()$*+)!$1/#)#0!+!&90$!9$!"#$%&!'$%960C&*$!"+!$"#$
was asked a question about how long it takes to do the process.  Mr. Huck had responded that it 
would be 60 to 90 days which means that all these things that have come out have been in the 
works for a while.   
 
Mr. Huck responded that some of them have.  When the Department of Finance Bill was 
circulated a number of redevelopment agencies that already had a plan and a team quickly put 
that plan and that team to work with the expectation that if the Bill were introduced and became 
law and had an effective date, they would be on the correct side of the effective date.   
 
Mr. Woiwode commented that the National City people told him that they had been working on 
the paperwork for that for quite some time before the worry about the expiration of the 
development agency so they had a pretty good head of steam once they made the decision to pull 
the trigger.  That is probably part of that lead time that we talk about that they had already 
covered.   
 
I)B$@#00'$+*)9$/#C+**#2$I/B$86CF()$*+)!$.&)&!B$$:"#$"+2$+)F#2$"&<$3"+!$396*2$5#$!"#$C9)!)$+02$
fees associated would be.  If Coronado were to issue a $30 million bond, much like Santee did, 
what proceeds from that $30 million would actually be usable for Coronado?  What is the net 
after all expenses were paid?   
 
Mr. Huck explained that it would probably be around 92%.  There is typically a debt service 
reserve bond that equals a year of debt service which might be 7%.  For that size of bond issue 
he would guess that the overall issuance cost would be 1.5 to 2%.   
 
Ms. Denny asked what the dollar amount would be.  He responded that it would be $27.43 
million.  Ms. Denny said that is exactly what happened in Santee.  She addressed the issue of call 
protection.  Is there a legal or ethical requirement to put call protection in a bond issue given the 
current environment of the State and the attack on redevelopment?  Mr. Huck responded that 
there is neither an ethical nor a legal requirement but it really is a question of marketing.  A bond 
investor is making an investment that has a stated maturity of typically 20 to 30 years.  But, if the 
bonds are immediately callable, one can make that 25 or 30 year loan and have it called from you 
in a year or two.  There is often times a period of call protection afforded investors where there 
will be a covenant or a term of the bond issue that the bonds are not callable for some period of 
time.   The most often used number is 10 years and so that is the most typical thing but it is 
neither a legal or ethical issue.  Ms. Denny hears that Mr. Huck thinks it is more of a marketing 
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tool and what she thinks she hears him saying is that investors would shy away if call protection 
3+)0(!$16!$&0$5#C+6)#$!"#'$+/#$*99F&0A$D9/$+$*90A$!#/<$&0.#)!<#0!B$$I/B$86CF$396*20(!$)+'$)"'$
away but they might insist on a little bit higher interest rate than they would with the call 
protection.  The market is reasonably efficient and investors, both in the original issue market 
and the secondary market, will look at call protection and they will price in at that option.  If you 
are an MBA student you can calculate, using option pricing methodology, exactly what that 
ought to be and it turns out that it is pretty efficient.  So there is a slightly higher interest rate for 
5902$!"+!$&)$&<<#2&+!#*'$C+**+5*#B$$I)B$@#00'$/#D#//#2$!9$I/B$86CF()$C9<<#0!$!"+!$!"#/#$3+s a 
good appetite for the bond issue this morning.  Could he describe what that means to him?  Mr. 
Huck will explain that through a description of what the bond marketing process is.  There is an 
offering document and an official statement approved by the CDA board or whoever the issuer 
of the bonds is.  That document is made available to investors.  Investors then have that 
document in front of them and other terms of the bond issue in order to buy the bonds.  That 
order is placed during an order period and in the municipal market it is typically three or four or 
five hours long up to a couple of three days depending on the size of the issue.  So, during the 
order period for the bond issue this morning they had investors say that they would buy those 
bonds at the rates they are being offered through all the maturities of the bond issue that was 
sold.  He thinks, without having the data in front of him, that they had substantially each of the 
maturities of this bond issue subscribed for by investors saying they would buy those bonds.  
Then if there are three orders for every bond that is being issued they will typically go back and 
reprice the bond issue by reducing the interest cost to the agency and reducing the yield to 
investors.  So this morning they had a significant appetite which is to say that the bonds were 
subscribed for largely.  In response to a question by Ms. Denny he believes they were callable 
bonds.  Typically 80 to 90% of the overall issue would have been subscribed for in general.   
 
Mr. King summarized where things stand.  The primary objective that the agency board would 
have would be to protect existing obligations.  There has been information where people are 
speculating that agreements between the sponsoring agency and the city would not be recognized 
as enforceable debts.  On the other hand, any legal obligation entered into would be an 
enforceable debt.  It has been heard tonight that the City will probably have the ability to protect 
our agreements.  The two principle outstanding agreements that the City will want to make sure 
!9$1/9!#C!$+/#$ !"#$RA#0C'()$+5&*&!'$ !9$1+'$5+CF$ !"#$%&!'B$ $;"+!$1/9.&2#)$)9<#$D*#O&5&*&!'$ &0$ !"#$
future with regard to other capital projects.  The other is the installment purchase agreement or 
the version of that of the hospital property.  There is another agreement over time which is a 
cooperative agreement for the purchase of equipment with the hospital.  It appears that they can 
be protected so in terms of hierarchy, his assumption would be that would be the C960C&*()$
"&A"#)!$1/&9/&!'B$$-!$)9602)$*&F#$!"#$%&!'$29#)0(!$"+.#$!9$29$+0'!"&0A$+02$!"+!$C+0$5#$1/9!#C!#2B$$
The next piece would be whether or not there is a desire to try to secure any future increment.  
That goes back to a high degree of uncertainty and 3#$ 290(!$ F093B$ $ -D$ !"#$ *+0A6+A#$ 1+))#)$
tomorrow it will place a variety of different things in uncertainty.  The idea of a modified or 
some type of cooperative agreement may have an advantage again with the issue of going down 
the road of having a bond but !"#$ %&!'$ 396*20(!$ 5#$ +5*#$ !9$ <+/F#!$ &!$ 29#)0(!$ )9602$ .#/'$
appealing, too.  Information is coming in on a daily basis and sometimes on an hourly basis.  
Council can talk about how aggressive it might want to be but it sounds like the Council might 
not want to take any action now and see if the stay is put in.  The theory of a stay would allow 
the City to continue with redevelopment activities and maybe provide some more time.  We also 
K6)!$ 290(!$ F093$ 3"+!$ <&A"!$ "+11#0$ 5#!3##0$ 093$ 9/$ &D$ !"#$ 562A#!$ W&**$ 3&**$ pass.  In this 
particular case the City can sleep well if we know that we have the ability to secure our $33 
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million from the CDA back to the General Fund.  That is a good deal.  If we know that we can 
honor our agreements with the hospital.  That is a good deal.  And then by not taking any further 
action we can sleep well.  On the other hand, if the Council wants to get more aggressive and try 
!9$!+F#$<9/#$&0C/#<#0!$!"+!$<+'$5#$D+**&0A$&0!9$!"#$C+!#A9/'$9D$#+!&0A$3#**$56!$"#$29#)0(!$F093$
how well we can sleep knowing that some risks have been taken. 
 
Mayor Tanaka thinks it is clear that if the City did nothing, most of our obligations, we think, are 
protected but we will have to see.  He referred to Ms. Denny making the point repeatedly that if 
we obligated ourselves with new debt what the risks would be as well as what the reward would 
5#B$$8#$29#)0(!$)##$!"+!$!"#$/#3+/2$96!3#&A")$!"#$/&)FB$$8#$!"&0F)$!"+!$&D$!"#$%&!'$2&2$09!"&0A$3#$
could protect most of the obligations we care about, particularly getting the City paid back and 
taking care of the hospital and honoring our current agreements.  He would need more 
persuasion that it would be prudent to try to secure what tax increment remains.  He is certainly 
interested in it but he has heard nothing that would convince him that bonding on that increment 
knowing the uncertainty, knowing the proceeds the City would get – he thinks there is already a 
1*+0$ !9$2&)19)#$9D$<9)!$9D$ !"#$95*&A+!&90)$9D$ !"#$RA#0C'$ +02$"#$"+)0(!$ 5##0$1#/)6+2#2$ !"+!$ &!$
would be worth the r&)F$!9$#0C6<5#/$<9/#$2#5!$5+)#2$90$&0C/#<#0!$!"+!$!"#$%&!'$29#)0(!$F093$&!$
is going to have and all indications appear to be we are going to lose. 
 
Councilmember Ovrom thinks that from what he heard, whatever is going to happen tomorrow 
will probably preclude any new debt.  The other side of sleep well and do nothing is that perhaps 
the City needs to be thinking about, if this passes, whether the City is going to be the follow on 
agency and what that role means and how that is done or whether the City forms a housing 
agency.  Those are two things that staff needs to look at to be prepared to come back to the City 
Council and provide information.   
 
Mayor Tanaka very much agrees with Mr. Ovrom.  He thinks the City does have to prepare for 
the eventuality that there might be dissolution of redevelopment and the City Council might be a 
successor agency.  And like the City of San Diego he eluded about yesterday they are trying to 
figure out what that means, what the pros are and what the cons might be of what they would 
inherit.  Obviously we have similar situations we need to be on top of.  He would agree with Mr. 
Ovrom about looking at already planning for the concept that we might have to go to the 
successor agency, already planning for the concept that we might need to form a housing 
+6!"9/&!'B$ $8#$29#)0(!$ !"&0F$ !"#/#$ &)$ +0'$95K#C!&90B$ $;"#$ !"&/2$90#$ &)$ !"+!$"#$ &)$09!$9119)#2$ !9$
what the City has done in terms of looking at what bond issuances might be available and what 
the rates are and it has been mentioned that other cities or other agencies have already bonded.  
He is not opposed to being nimble.  He is not opposed to having some of the paperwork done so 
that if the circumstance changes or somehow a court ruling changes the dates that if there was 
tax incre<#0!$*#D!$+02$!"+!$&!$3+)0(!$+)$5&A$9D$+$/&)F$!9$5902$"#$396*20(!$<&02$)##&0A$!"#$%&!'$+!$
least have the paperwork done if the Council wanted to move in that direction.  He referred to a 
Councilmember shaking his or her head and commented that his point is redevelopment agencies 
have tax increment and if the City felt that either legislation or court rulings might allow the City 
to get at some of its tax increment and float a bond that would be relatively likely to be paid off 
he thinks staff should be ready with the paperwork in case in two or three weeks something 
"+11#0#2B$$8#$29#)0(!$+0!&C&1+!#$!"+!$"+11#0&0A$56!$&D$!"#/#$&)$!+O$&0C/#<#0!$*#D!$90$!"#$!+5*#$+02$
if there is a safe way to access it he thinks the City Council, as a redevelopment agency, should 
at least consider that option if it ever presents itself.   
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Mr. Ovrom said that it never hurts to be a Boy Scout. 
 
Mayor Tanaka continued by saying that the assumption is that the City needs to prepare for being 
a successor agency and that it needs to prepare for the likelihood or the possibility of having or 
needing a housing authority.   
 
I/B$ ,9&392#$ C9<<#0!#2$ !"+!$ !"#/#$ &)0(!$ +0'$ 19&0!$ &0$ +A90&]&0A$ 9.#/$ !"&0A)$ !"+!$ 3#$ C+0(!$
C90!/9*B$$I9)!$9D$!"&)$3#$C+0(!$C90!/9*B$$8#$!"&0F)$!"+!$I/B$_./9<()$)6AA#)!&on of being ready if 
it is appropriate to set up a housing agency is a good one.  The basic issue is, when we go 
forward with additional projects, they are either going to be funded out of tax increment or out of 
the General Fund.  If there is an opportunity to do it out of tax increment we want to do that.  The 
<#C"+0&)<$D9/$29&0A$!"+!$3#$290(!$F093B$$,#$290(!$"+.#$!"#$1/9K#C!)$3#**$2#.#*91#2B$$;"#/#$&)$
+$2#*&5#/+!#$1/9C#))$!"+!$3#$09/<+**'$A9$!"/96A"$!9$29$+**$!"&)$+02$"#$29#)0(!$)##$+0'$/#+)90$!9$
deviate D/9<$ !"+!$ +!$ !"&)$ 19&0!$ 9/$ !9$ !+F#$ 1/#C&1&!96)$ +C!&90$ 5#C+6)#$3#$ 290(!$ F093$3"+!$ !"#$
consequences of precipitous action would be and none of these are things for which we are 
desperate.  He is in violent agreement with Mayor Tanaka and Mr. Ovrom about being ready to 
act if there is a way to capture tax increment as time goes on but with the full expectation that it 
390(!$5#$!"#/#$+02$3#$)"96*2$1/#1+/#$D9/$!"#$)6CC#))9/$+A#0C'B$$ 
 
Ms. Denny would not be in agreement with getting bond paperwork done now.  She thinks it 
396*2$ 5#$ +$ 3+)!#$ 9D$ )!+DD$ +02$ &!$ 396*2$ "+.#$ )9<#$ F&02$ 9D$ C9)!$ !"+!$ 3#$396*20(!$ 5#$ +5*#$ !9$
/#C9.#/B$$:"#$C+0(!$&<+A&0#$!"+!$&!$396*20(!$C9)!$+0'!"&0AE$#.#0$&D$&!$&)$K6)!$!"#$9119/!60&!'$C9)!$9D$
staff needing to work on something else.  She is not at all in favor of that because she thinks the 
bond is so bad and the market is so bad and that is not going to change even though we might 
want to think we can capture it with a bond, the rates, as she read out, are dreadful and it is not a 
good bond market and it is a really bad economy and she always tends to agree with the people 
of Coronado and they are very strong in saying that they are not for a bond for this particular 
/#+)90$)9E$09E$)"#$396*20(!$5#$K9&0&0A$&0$!"+!B$$R*)9E$&0$!#/<)$9D$!"#$"96)&0A authority, too, she is 
just not really a big fan of more government and she would like to explore what it would mean 
for us if we just had the County take over administrative costs and so forth and what that would 
mean.  She is most definitely, while she realizes it might be a reality that happens to have a 
%9/90+29$896)&0A$R6!"9/&!'$!9$<+0+A#$96/$+DD9/2+5*#$"96)&0AE$+!$!"#$)+<#$!&<#$)"#$396*20(!$
be an immediate fan of that or embracing that at this point, understanding that we would be 
giving up some cont/9*$!9$D+**$602#/$!"#$%960!'$896)&0A$R6!"9/&!'$56!$)"#$29#)0(!$/#+**'$F093$
+**$ !"#$ 1+/+<#!#/)$ '#!$ )9$ )"#$ C+0(!$ K6)!$ K6<1$ 90$ !"#$ 5+023+A90$ 9D$ +$ %9/90+29$ 896)&0A$
Authority.  
 
I+'9/$;+0+F+$19&0!#2$96!$!"+!$!"#$%&!'$%960C&*$&)0(!$+11/9.&0A$+0'!"&0A$56!$!"#$)6Agestion has 
been that staff should explore what would need to be done. 
 
Ms. Denny continued by saying that she wants the public to know and thinks it is important that, 
no matter what happens with redevelopment, that the schools are protected and that they money 
they will either get if redevelopment continues to operate they will still be getting their 2/3 here 
in Coronado of the tax increment and if it survives being back filled to a certain extent by the 
State.  If redevelopment stays the same nothing changes.  However, if redevelopment goes away 
the schools still get their share of the tax increment but it will just go, for example, for operations 
+02$390(!$A9$D9/$C+1&!+*$1/9K#C!)B$$:"#$3+0!)$!"#$165*&C$!9$5#$C90D&2#0!$!"+!$!"#$)!/#))$D9/$6)$&)$90$
the City and not on the schools. 
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Mayor Tanaka agrees with Ms. Denny that if redevelopment goes the way we are saying it goes, 
!"#$/#2#.#*91<#0!$1&#C#$&)0(!$A9&0A$!9$+DD#C!$!"#$)C"99*)B$$W6!$"#$3+0!#2$!9$5#$C*#+/$!"+!$&!$&)$+$
ruse on the part of the State to even imply that our redevelopment is going to make a difference 
to the schools.  They are still going to face budget cuts.  They are still going to have to balance a 
$26 billion deficit and the schools are definitely going to be an element of that.  There are still 
2+0A#/)$ !"+!$ D+C#$ #.#/'$ #*#<#0!$ 9D$ !"#$:!+!#$ !"+!$ /#S6&/#$ !"#$:!+!#()$ D602&0A$ 56!$I)B$@#00'()$
point is well taken about our tax increment and school district dollars. 
 
%960C&*<#<5#/$@930#'$ 29#)0(!$3+0!$I)B$@#00'$ !9$ !"&0F$ !"+!$ #.#/'90#$ &0$ %9/90+29$ +A/ees 
with her.  She thinks that the direction the City Council has given staff, sadly, might be a lot of 
work but it is to be prepared for whatever the outcomes are.  She, for one, is willing to make the 
motion that she wants to be prepared to have a successor agency for any and all options so 
nothing that we currently manage in our CDA gets transferred to the County.  She is sorry that 
Ms. Denny left because when she wants to send up all things affordable housing to the County 
Ms. Downey is a member of the Keys to Housing which is dealing with family homelessness in 
!"#$%960!'$+02$!"#$90*'$A9.#/0<#0!$!"+!$29#)0(!$59!"#/$!9$)#02$+$/#1/#)#0!+!&.#$&)$!"#$%960!'B$$
She suggests that is not where she wants to send management of our housing.  She wants to be 
crystal clear on that one.   
 
I+'9/$;+0+F+$K6<1#2$&0$+02$29#)0(!$!"&0F$!"+!$+0'$%960C&*$<#<5#/$&)$+$D+0$9D$!"#$1/9C#))$!"+!$
3#$+/#$&0.9*.#2$&0$+02$"93$!"#$:!+!#$"+)$C/#+!#2$&!B$ $8#$29#)0(!$ !"&0F$+0'90#$&)$#OC&!#2$+596!$
having to need a housing authority but we d90(!$A#!$!9$C"99)#$96/$)&!6+!&90)$56!$3#$"+.#$!9$2#+*$
3&!"$ !"#<B$ $ 8#$ !"&0F)$ I)B$ @930#'()$ 19&0!$ &)$ !"+!$ !"#$ %&!'$ <&A"!$ 0##2$ !9$ "+.#$ +$ "96)&0A$
authority to deal with the situation being placed on the City by the State. 
 
Ms. Downey added that as long as the City Council is the housing authority she is not sure why 
that is a problem.  The City Council manages everything anyway.  In name, creating another 
name for the City Council, would just be replacing the words CDA with Housing Authority.   
 
Mayor Tanaka com<#0!#2$!"+!$3#$#&!"#/$+A/##$!9$+CC#1!$!"+!$/#)190)&5&*&!'$9/$3#$)"96*20(!$"+.#$
signed up for our jobs.  
 
 MSU C (Downey/Ovrom) moved that the C ity Council direct staff to prepare for the 

likelihood of having to be a successor agency and investigate the steps 
necessary to create a housing authority if one should be required to 
ensure that no matter what the legislature votes Coronado will not be 
required  to  turn over  any of  the City’s  current projects,  housing or 
C D A projects, to any entity other than the C ity of Coronado.   

 
I+'9/$ ;+0+F+$ &)$ 9F+'$ 3&!"$ !"+!$ 56!$ 3#$ "+.#0(!$ &0.#)!&A+!#2$ 3"+!$ !"#$ *&+5&*&!&#)$ +/#B$ $ 8#$ &)$
+))6<&0A$ I)B$ @930#'$ &)$ /&A"!$ 56!$ &D$ !"#/#$ &)$ +$ 3+'X&D$ !"#$ :!+!#$ &)$ A9&0A$ !9$ )"&D!$ &!)$
responsibility to the City they may not have thought this out well enough were the City may be 
able to shift responsibility away from ourselves, too.  He wants to make sure we understand what 
the consequences of that would be but if we have to maintain a certain number of units there 
might be an advantage to us shutting that away from ourselves and we need to see what the effect 
would be.  He is okay with the way Ms. Downey worded her motion but he just thinks we need 
!9$D&02$96!$3"+!$!"#$/#)6*!)$9D$)!+DD()$/#)#+/C"$+/#$5#D9/#$3#$D&0+**'$C9<<&!$!9$)6C"$course.   
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Ms. Downey would be glad to do that but she wants Mayor Tanaka to think about something.  
;"#'$+/#$0#.#/$A9&0A$!9$)"&D!$!"9)#$60&!)$!9$+09!"#/$K6/&)2&C!&90$)9$"#$&)$/&A"!$!"+!$3#$290(!$F093$
3"+!$C96*2$5#$)"&D!#2$!9$6)$56!$)"#$)!&**$29#)0(!$3+0!$+0'90#$56!$%9ronado deciding where they 
+/#$A9&0A$!9$A9E$3"#/#$!"#'$+/#$5#&0A$]90#2$+02$"93XI)B$@930#'$+)F#2$&D$3#$0##2$!9$29$!"#$
D9**93$61$!9$I+'9/$;+0+F+()$/#C9<<#02+!&90$!"+!$3#$"+.#$)!+DD$39/F$!9$5#$+5*#$!9$A9$96!$+02$
bond quicker than it would normally take. 
 
Mayor Tanaka suggested leaving the motion as it is.  If the environment changes the City can 
change with that environment.  He thinks the City Council has ample opportunity to agendize a 
discussion if one is necessary.   
 
   A Y ES:  Denny, Downey, Ovrom, Woiwode, Tanaka 
   N A YS:  None 
   A BST A ININ G: None  
   A BSE N T :  None 
 
 
 11f. Direction to Staff on the Design and Construction of Bulb-Outs as Part of the 
State Route (SR) 75/282 Congestion Relief and Corridor Enhancement Project.   Ed 
Walton, Director of Engineering, was prepared to answer Council questions. 
 
Councilmember Denny asked if this was conceived from the SR 75/282 Transportation 
Enhancement Project. 
 
Mr. Walton responded that the Congestion Relief Working Group developed this project.   
 
Ms. Denny rep#+!#2$I/B$^&0A()$C9<<#0!$!"+!$!"&)$"+)$5##0$F&CF&0A$+/9602$D9/$S6&!#$)9<#$!&<#B$$ 
 
Mayor Tanaka clarified that the Congestion Relief Working Group formed after SANDAG 
removed the tolls and it was formed to talk about ways to mitigate the traffic increases that 
would come to Coronado if the tolls were removed. 
 
Mr. Walton explained that it was formed as the process was going on and it was to mitigate 
impacts from the toll removal. 
 
Mayor Tanaka added that it had nothing to do with the tunnel.  This was toll money set aside and 
then this group, mainly of Coronado residents, worked on various ideas. 
 
Mr. Walton added that it was residents and also had a member from the City of San Diego, the 
City of Imperial Beach and Caltrans.  SANDAG was involved as well. 
 
Ms. Denny asked, for the record, what the funding sources would be for this project. 
 
Mr. Walton explained that there was a three way split of $2.1 million between the City, 
SANDAG and Caltrans, each contributing $700,000.  The $700,000 the City was going to 
C90!/&56!#$ &)$ !9**$ D602$<90#'B$ $:R\@RQ$+02$%+*!/+0)$)96/C#)$"+.#0(!$ /#+**'$5##0$ &/90#2$96!B$$
They may be in lieu funds. 
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Councilmember Downey would be happy to move approval but wanted to point out that one of 
the reasons the Congestion Relief Working Group came up with this was to try to make the 
streets look less like freeways and more like a village street so it would hopefully get the 
motorists thinking that way.  The City approved the Bicycle Master Plan that talked about 
putting the markings on the streets and signs and although she shares the concerns that exist 
about maybe introducing bicycles on the busiest streets she thinks it will do the same thing.   
 
I)B$@#00'$3&**$5#$.9!&0A$09$5#C+6)#$)"#$29#)0(!$!"&0F$&!$&)$!"#$"&A"#)!$+02$5#)!$6)#$9D$!"#$!9ll 
revenue fund that the City received as part of the agreement with SANDAG when the tolls came 
off the bridge. 
 
Mayor Tanaka will be voting yes because there has been very little that the City Council has 
done to help Third and Fourth Streets and many of the residents on Third and Fourth Streets 
worked on this and he wishes the City could give them better bulb outs and wishes that Caltrans 
had not shaved them down and reduced the number but he is pleased to be able to vote for 
something that gives a little bit of relief to Third and Fourth Streets.   
 
 MSC  (Downey/Woiwode) moved that the C ity Council confirm its desi re to 

move forward with the final design and construction of bulb-outs at 
locations that Caltrans finds acceptable, which now only consist of the 
intersections of Third/F , Third/H and Fourth/B . 

 
   A Y ES:  Downey, Ovrom, Woiwode, Tanaka 
   N A YS:  Denny 
   A BST A ININ G: None  
   A BSE N T :  None 
 
 
 11g. Review and Comment on the Draft Environmental Assessment Prepared for 
the H elicopter Wings Realignment and M H-60R/S H elicopter Project at Naval Base 
Coronado.   Ann Mc Caull provided the staff report.   The Navy released the public notice of the 
availability to review and comment on this Draft Environmental Assessment (EA).  The public 
review period ends March 28th.  Staff has performed a preliminary review of the document and 
has outlined in the staff reports some of the concerns they have.  Staff is still going through the 
document and wants to prepare a more detailed list of items to include in our comments to the 
\+.'$56!E$&0$A#0#/+*E$)!+DD()$&0&!&+*$!"96A"!)$+/#$!"+!$!"#/#$3&**$5#$)9<#$&<1+C!)$&0$09&)#E$!/+DD&CE$
air quality, public safety.  They are proposing to increase the number of helicopter squadrons.  
They are increasing the numbers of personnel.  They are increasing the number of helicopter 
operations.  They are increasing the infrastructure at North Island to support those additional 
helicopter operations.   
 
Councilmember Woiwode referred to the staff report and a reference in it to AICUZ.  How do 
3#$C90C*62#$!"+!$!"#$\+.'()$+22&!&90+*$helicopters affect AICUS and how does that fit into the 
EA process?   
 
Ms. McCaull explained that staff is indicating that our initial thoughts on the EA are that the 
project will have some impacts on our General Plan, mostly the Land Use Element and perhaps 
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the Historic Preservation Element because the increased helicopter operations may result in the 
eventual adoption of the AICUZ that will support the additional helicopter operations.  
Eventually an ALUCP will "+.#$!9$5#$+291!#2$!"+!$&)$C90)&)!#0!$3&!"$!"#$R-%cd$+02$&!$&)$)!+DD()$
understanding that there may be some additional provisions provided in the ALUCP that may 
apply more restrictions in land use development or improvements.  Staff sees that as a potential 
impact on the community in terms of land use.  For historic preservation, there may be some 
requirements, depending upon the location of properties if they are within a high noise contour 
area that they may have to do noise attenuation for new development.   
 
Mayor Tanaka commented that CAPT Lindsay and Bruce Shaver provided a briefing a day 
before the official release of the document for Coronado and it was mentioned in that briefing 
that AICUZ numbers are used in this document.  He does not think they specified exactly how 
many of those references have been made but he is glad Ms. McCaull brought that up because 
3#$290(!$/#+**'$"+.#$+0'$C90!/9*$9.#/$R-%cd$)9$&D$!"#'$+22$<9/#$"#*&C91!#/)$+02$!"+!$&0C/#+)#)$
the noise impacts and noise zones then it would have an impact on the General Plan and it could, 
at least, because under the ALUCP the City would have to adopt the two together and if they 
have increased noise then the City may have to deal with that through the ALUCP process.   
 
Ms. McCaull added that she is aware that the EA has the noise contour maps that are going to be 
contained within the AICUZ when that is released.   
 
Councilmember Denny wanted to let the public know what areas would be affected.  Is this 
Cays/Silver Strand or Country Club or Ocean Boulevard and the Hotel Del?  What are we 
actually thinking is going to be affected here? 
 
I)B$IC%+6**$+)F#2$&D$I)B$@#00'()$S6#)!&90$&)$/#A+/2&0A$!"#$R-%cd$5#C+6)#$)"#$C+0(!$+0)3#/$
that because staff has not seen the flight paths; or is it regarding this EA?  Ms. Denny responded 
that it is with the 800 helicopters and so forth.  Ms. McCaull explained that is largely dependent 
upon the flight paths that are indentified within the EA.  They have some routes along the Ocean, 
coming from North Island all the way down to the Imperial Beach landing field.  There are also 
paths that travel from the landing field along the Bay and First Street area. 
 
Mayor Tanaka added that there is basically a circular pattern so helicopters will transit up the 
Bay on one side and back to the Base along the beach or vice versa.  It is his understanding of 
that map is, if you think about where First Street is and the amount of Bay there is between First 
Street and downtown San Diego, it is narrower and harder to distance the helicopters from that 
part of the island.  When one gets to the Cays there is a loop there where helicopters, in theory, 
"+.#$<9/#$)1+C#$!9$0+.&A+!#$56!$&!$"+)$5##0$)##0$!"+!$!"#'$290(!$+*3+')$0+.&A+!#$+3+'$D/9<$!"#$
Cays so the City receives noise complaints from the Cays saying that they flew overhead and 
things like that.  But if one looks at the maps, they really have a lot more room to navigate so 
sometimes it is a little bit puzzling or confusing why, on a particular night or in a particular 
sequence of nights, why the Cays would be having those noise complaints.  Another interesting 
thing they found in their meeting with CAPT Lindsay is if one looks at the circular flight paths of 
!"#$"#*&C91!#/)E$90$1+1#/$!"+!$29#)0(!$)##<$*&F#$<6C"$9D$+$C90C#/0$+02$!"#0$)9meone asked about 
the routes up the beach.  CAPT Lindsay responded that there are routes that go right up the 
beach.  Those are the ones that the Shores hear and that can be seen from time to time from City 
8+**B$ $ ;"+!$ C&/C6*+/$ 1+!"$ 2&20(!$ /#D*#C!$ !"+!$ )9$ the City asked if there is a different map that 
/#D*#C!)$ !"+!B$ $ W/6C#$ :"+#DD#/$ #O1*+&0#2$ !"+!$ !"#$ /#+)90$ !"9)#$ 1+!")$ 3#/#0(!$ 09!#2$ &0$ !"#&/$
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documentation is because they are instrument only which was irrelevant to Mayor Tanaka.  
Those are paths that are regularly taken by helicopters and it is the same path that the planes 
would take.  If you think about the angle that the runway is on that runway is kind of consistent 
3&!"$ !"#$%&!'()$5#+C"$ *&0#$+02$_C#+0$W96*#.+/2B$ $;"#/#$+/#$ !&<#)$3"#0$"#*&C91!#/)$+/#$ !+Fing 
<9/#$9/$ *#))$ !"#$ )+<#$1+!"$ +)$ !"+!$ /603+'$ +02$ +$1*+0#$ &)$ !+F&0A$56!$ &!$3+)0(!$ /#D*#C!#2$ &0$ !"#$
documentation the City was given.  The Navy said they would address that and Mayor Tanaka is 
looking forward to seeing how that is addressed.  That particular path makes all the difference to 
the Hotel Del, the Shores and the people on Ocean Boulevard.   
 
Councilmember Ovrom hears that the Navy has finally given the City some information as to the 
flight paths.  Is that registered only to the helicopters or is the first look at anything that is 
coming out of the AICUZ?  Which are we getting? 
 
Ms. McCaull explained that the flight path information is provided in the EA for the helicopter 
expansion but the only information the City has that will be in the AICUZ are the noise contours.  
The EA contains noise contours that are similar to what is in the AICUZ.  But Mr. Ovrom 
!"96A"!$"#$"#+/2$!"+!$!"#'$290(!$&0C*62#$+0'!"&0A$C9<&0A$2930$!"#$5#+C"B$$ 
 
Mayor Tanaka was talking about the flight paths that they provided for the helicopters.  He 
"+)0(!$)##0$3"+!$!"#$09&)#$C90!96/)$+/#B 
 
City Manager Blair King commented that the EA document the City is supposed to make 
C9<<#0!)$90$)"93)$!"#$!"/##$1+!")$D9/$!"#$.&)6+*$D*&A"!$/6*#)B$$;"#$%&!'()$C90C#/0$&)$+596!$09&)#$
but the path up the beach approach is not depicted.  So that is a piece of missing information.  
Also, just to keep in mind that the complaints the City deals with come from the fact that the 
recommended flight paths for the visual flight rules these are students who are being trained and 
they are given some latitude.  If the City receives a certain level of complaints about people 
deviating with the current number of pieces of equipment the City could probably expect that 
there would be a percentage increase with 52 extra helicopters and deviation from those as well 
so that the level of complaints the City would expect probably would go up.  Most of the 
complaints the City receives seem to come from the Cays.   
 
Mr. Ovrom pointed out that staff has included in the )!+!#<#0!$ 7!"#$ \+.'$ 1/9"&5&!)$ 165*&C$
&0.9*.#<#0!E$ &0C*62&0A$ !"#$ %&!'E$ &0$ !"#$ 2#.#*91<#0!$ 9D$ !"#$ R-%cdB=$ $ 8#$ 396*2$ *&F#$ D9/$ !"#$
/#C9/2$!9$)"93$!"+!$_J\RP$&0)!/6C!&90$[[M[MBNe%$29#)0(!$)+'$!"+!B$$R)$+$<+!!#/$9D$D+C!E$3"+!$&!$
really says is that the foundation of the AICUZ program is an active local command, the air base, 
in an effort to work with local agencies and community leaders.  If this is a joint Marine Air and 
OPNAV instruction for the Office of Naval Personnel and the Headquarters of the Marine Corps, 
!"#$I+/&0#$%9/1)$C+0$D&*#$9/2#/)$5#C+6)#$!"#'$2&2$!"+!$3&!"$I&/+<+/$56!$!"#$\+.'$C+0(!$"#/#$90$
North Island. 
 
Councilmember Downey asked when the comments are due.  Ms. McCaull responded that they 
are due by March 28.  Ms. Downey continued by saying that staff would come up with more 
comments but they will be consistent with the types of concerns already raised.  She asked the 
indulgence of her fellow Council members.  She was actually going to talk more about the 
instruction that Mr. Ovrom brought up just to say that when the Navy did a briefing at SANDAG 
last Friday they have a new project where they are trying to supposedly help local communities 
with planning efforts and it will mark all of their flight paths so that people will be able to see 
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where the contours are so that the community will be able to work in terms of siting things.  
They are hoping that will make it easier for the civilian communities to work with the military 
communities.  However it will also tell the City what it is supposed to avoid when it plans.  She 
!9*2$!"#$\+.'$!"+!$!"#'$"+.#$290#$D96/$9D$!"#)#$90$!"#$%&!'$+02$&!$2&20(!$C9<#$!9$!"#$%&!'$D&/)!B$$
She suggested that the City and the Navy should work together.  The Navy appeared to 
understand that the City would like a little advance notice and that it would be nice to work with 
them instead of waiting like the public in general.  As far as she knows they did not say when 
AICUZ was coming out either.   
 
Mayor Tanaka talked about timing issues with respect to AICUZ.  There is not a timeline that the 
City has been given.  %+1!+&0$G&02)+'()$C9<<#0!)$3#/#$!"+!$"# anticipates to be done with his 
part in a month and he will then pass it along to Admiral French.  Mayor Tanaka is not aware of 
what process occurs after Admiral French receives it, and he has not been informed of what the 
process is from this point and how many more steps there are in the chain of review, which 
makes it a bit difficult to work with their timeline. 
 
Ms. Downey agreed that she would include Mr. Ovrom()$S69!#$!"+!$7!"#$\+.'$1/9"&5&!)$165*&C$
&0.9*.#<#0!E$ &0C*62&0A$ !"#$%&!'E$ &0$ !"#$ 2#.#*91<#0!$ 9D$ !"#$R-%cdB=$;"#$_J\RP$ &0)!/6C!&90$
11010.36C calls for allowing public involvement/input and comment.  That is what they are 
supposed to be doing and it is apparent that they are not, at least for this facet of this EA.  Also 
add that the City would relish the opportunity to sit down with the Navy to look at the flight 
C90!96/)$!"+!$3#/#0(!$shown on the maps that were made available to the public.  She also wants 
the residents to know that the CO has said several times that if people see planes where they 
+/#0(!$)6119)#2$ !9$5#, 9/$"#+/$ !"#<$3"#0$ !"#'$+/#0(!$)6119)#2$ !9$5#$"#+/2E$C+**$ the Navy and 
give them as much information as possible.   
 
Councilmember Denny has a suggestion she thinks Ms. Downey will like because it will 
accommodate her desire to get her comments into the Coronado response to this helicopter EA.  
She thinks it will be quite appropriate and reasonable, and expected by the Navy, to ask for an 
extension.  She is quite concerned that the City only has the 30 days and staff will need time to 
assimilate the information from this discussion. 
 
Ms. Downey agreed that an extension is certainly an option.  In her experience the City and other 
entities she works with have requested extensions in the past and have, on occasion, received a 
couple of extra weeks.  W6!$)"#$396*2$+*)9$+2.&)#$!"+!$)!+DD()$C9<<#0!)E$+)$3#**$+)$C9<<#0!)$
from others, herself, Ms. Denny, etc. should be given to the Navy as soon as possible due to the 
short timeline.     
 
Mayor Tanaka suggested that both an extension should be requested and that comments should 
be submitted as soon as possible.  If an extension is received, then there is a chance for the City 
Council to review the additional comments from staff, Ms. Downy and Ms. Denny, etc. Ms. 
Downey concurred. 
 
Ms. Denny asked for clarifiC+!&90$D/9<$I+'9/$;+0+F+$!"+!$"#/$C9<<#0!)$+02f9/$I)B$@930#'()$
comments or +0'90#()$C9<<#0!)$!9$5#C9<#$!"#$D9/<+*$19)&!&90$9D$%9/90+29B$$ 
 
Mr. Ovrom explained tha!$&!$29#)0(!$39/F$S6&!#$!"+!$3+'B$$ 
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Mayor Tanaka added that anyone is able to provide comments, even members of the public.  The 
comments are taken into consideration and reviewed by the City Council. 
 
Ms. Denny responded that she knows how it works; she just wanted to know Ms. Downey()$
intention.  
 
Ms. Downey explained that she has, in the past, filed additional comments, 09!$602#/$!"#$%&!'()$
letterhead, but under her own personal or her City Council letterhead, as her personal comments; 
not comments from the City.  City staff has brought up several excellent points so if all her 
comments do is reiterate the same information it loses significance.  It makes more sense for the 
City to speak as a whole.  If someone, herself or someone else, comes up with something that 
&)0(! on the list already she would like the opportunity for those points to be added to the City(s 
comments so that the Navy can respond to it. 
 
Ms. Denny thanked Ms. Downey for the explanation.   
 
I+'9/$;+0+F+$)6<<+/&]#2$!"#$%960C&*()$2&/#C!&90B$ $ It sounds like the Council is in agreement 
that staff has put together a good response and that Council members may add comments if they 
see fit.  If there is an extension granted then those comments can come back to the City Council 
D9/$90#$*+)!$*99FB$$-D$!"#/#$&)0(!$+0$#O!#0)&90E$)!+DD$)"96*2$)#02$9DD$3"+!$&!$"+)$09$*+!#/$!"+0$!"#$
due date.    
 
12. C I T Y A T T O RN E Y :   No report. 
 
13. C O M M UNI C A T I O NS - W RI T T E N:   None. 
 
The C ity Council recessed to closed session at 7:20 pm. 
 
14. C L OSE D SESSI O N:    
 

14a.  C O N F E R E N C E W I T H L E G A L C O UNSE L - Q U A R T E R L Y R EPO R T - 
E X IST IN G/N E W L I T I G A T I O N  
A U T H O RI T Y : Government Code Section 54956.9(a) 
N A M E O F C ASE : Carl Bryan v. Bryan McPherson et al. 

United States District Court Southern District of 
California 

    Case No. 06 C V 1487 L A B (C A B) 
 

Coronado Cays Homeowners Association v. City of 
Coronado 
San Diego Superior Court Case No. 37-2008-00078819-
C U-C O-C T L 

 

James M . Marlar and Melinda S. Marlar v. City of 
Coronado 
San Diego Superior Court Case No. 37-2010-00084588-
C U-M C-C T L 
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    William and H eidi Dickerson v. City of Coronado 
San Diego Superior Court Case No. 37-2010-00096011-
C U-C O-C T L 

 

    Maverick Campbell v. City of Coronado 
San Diego Superior Court Case No. 37-2010-00101725-
C U-W T-C T L 

 

Mark Gosselin, Trustee of the Mark Gosselin Trust v. City 
of Coronado; City Council of the City of Coronado 
San Diego Superior Court Case No. 37-2011-00083872-
C U-W M-C T L 

 
14b.  C O N F E R E N C E W I T H R E A L PR OPE R T Y N E G O T I A T O R 

A U T H O RI T Y :  Gov. Code 54956.8 
PR OPE R T Y : APN 536-381-08,09,10,23,24, commonly known as 1107 

- 1116 Sixth Street, 557-559 O range Avenue, 549-555 
O range Avenue, 543 O range Avenue, 529 O range 
Avenue, Coronado 

A G E N C Y N E G O T I A T O R: Blair K ing, Executive Director ; Rachel Hurst, 
Assistant Executive Director ; Johanna Canlas, Agency 
A ttorney 

N E G O T I A T IN G PA R T I ES: Ruth Ann F isher , B roker , Del Realty; 
Mauro Family T rust; Veterans of Foreign Wars of 
United States General H enry D Styer Post; K eiser 
K er ry Separate Property Revocable T rust; Skaalen 
Family T rust; Coronado T emple Assn.    UND E R 
N E G O T I A T I O NS: Price and T erms  

 
 
The C ity Council resumed the regular meeting at 6:05 pm. 
 
The C ity A ttorney reported that direction was given to legal counsel on items 14a and 14b. 
 
 
15. A DJO URN M E N T :  The meeting was adjourned at 6:06 p.m. 
 
 
       Approved: (Date), 2011 
 
 

______________________________ 
       Casey Tanaka, Mayor 
       City of Coronado 
Attest:  
 
______________________________ 
Linda K. Hascup, CMC 
City Clerk 
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